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Above all the advice, assistance and friendship
from other WACCI members.

BENEFIT list by Ernie (Wish List) Ruddick

List of PD discs, tapes. library books, services.

COPYRIGHT: HACCI 1997

Material may not be reproduced either in whole or
in part without the prior consent of the copyright
holders. HACCI club members may freely reproduce
material for their own use. No payment can be made
for any material selected for publication‘

PRODUCTION METHOD

IACCI is created using Protext, Promerge, Prospell
and Micronesign Plus on a CFC 6128 and printed by
an Epson Stylus 800 and an Epson LQ300 for all the
graphics. That‘s a lot of programs to learn....
WACCI is printed and collated by: ProntaPrint!
134 Foregate Street, Chester CH1 1H3 01244 313222

IACCI is distributed by the Duerryhouse family who
did their normal magic again this month .....
WACCI: The club for Amstrad CPC computer owners.

FRONT COVER: ((1: was actually Paul -Ph111p))

BOB MOFFATT, 01454 329875, Weekends only please.
Masterfile III, Mastercal, Qualitas and Protext.

FRANK FRONT, 01983 382197, [ale of Wight, 4pm-10pm
VDE, CP/M, Protext and WACCI Services..

JONTY JONES, 01670 850254, 5pm—8pm, SATURDAY ONLY

MicroDesign, OCP Art Studio and Powerpage.
((Complain to him about HACK? graphics —Ph111p))

MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
8pm to 11pm but not Saturdays. Basic programming.

IAN NEILL, 01926 337708, 6pm to 10pm, Warwickshire
Eprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STEWART, 01773 522599, Belper, 8pm to 10pm,
PAH Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL MELLS, 01784 211736, Ashford, tape to disc
problems, Basic programming and a general natter.

MIKE LVONS, 01942 259942, Higan, Basic, Stop Press
Dk‘tronics Speech Synth.

STUART GASCOIGNE, 0272 331361, Bristol, Basic,
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 01484 423252, Huddersfield. M011,
CP/M, HordstarlNewword, dBASE, CP/M PD, CPC—PCW—PC

JOHN BONLEY, 01733 702158, Peterborough.
PD/Book Libraries and HACCI OMBUDSMAN.

CLIVE JACKSON, Cobol, Basic, Bankman, Sorting,
File Handling and Applications programming.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lincs, PE9 1L6

RICHARD AVERV, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another World.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, 6014 9YA

NIC RAVNER, 0650 992747 (mobile) Manchester
CPC Emulators on the PC.

PHILIP DiRICHLEAU, 01522 511608, Lincoln
MicroDesign, Protext, Printers, Word Processing,
BASIC and anything to do with Editing a magazine.
All day until 9pm (Notice new hours please)

ARTHUR/ANGELA COOK, 01903 206739, Sussex
Tape Library, Repairs, General CPC and Matter
All day till 10pm

FIE}:
This help-line is provided on a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other members.
between 7pm and 9pm (unless stated otherwise.)
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1996 has faded away into nothingness and 1997 has reared it's bead to say hello.
Snow has fallen (heating costs have risen because of it) and I 'm finding more and
bore bizarre ways of starting Tbanr and Stuff than ever before. So, without any
nore preamble, lets launch into the first issue of 1997 and hope that the years
get better.

It IASN’I IIY FAULT

well you are a patient lot aren't you?
You may have noticed that illch is
late. This time, it isn't my fault, it
isn't the fault of anyone within
WACCI. It's the fault of the Royal
Hail, those wonderful people who

managed to loose Fair Comaent
soaewhere between deepest Rutland and
the glorious city of Lincoln.
For those of you who have been less

than patient, think of how I‘ve been

feeling. I've been in a state of mad

panic, wondering what on Saturn
(sorry, wrong planet) I was going to
do about it. Thankfully, Richard sent
me a duplicate copy of Fair Comment,
which the Royal Mail took their time

delivering, but at least it got here
and about time too.
Incidently, it's now 1:50 al on the

5th of January and you could well get
your HRCCI by the 11th (but I wouldn't
count on it).

IT'S THOSE HEADERS AGAIN

llo problems really, but I wonder how

many of you will notice that they've
been done on a PC for this month.
That‘s because I asked the wonderful
RI Dwerryhouse (that's Paul to the
rest of us) to give me a quick had and
deal with them for a change. it least
I got a hit of a rest from then.

ARTICLES ARE NEEDED

Yup, I need then again. I can't sit
here and write this nagazine on my own

you know, I do have other matters to
attend to, like a girlfriend, two

children and a rat (no, I don't mean
the err-wife, I mean a rat, a real one,
with four legs and a long tail).

Where was 1? oh yes, articles. I

need then, I need lots of then, I need
lots and lots and lots and lots of
them. Why is this? I shall explain.
It's not been to hectic in the last

couple of month, because I had a good
backlog of articles that were already
laid out, so all I needed to do each
month was lay out I‘air Conlent and
write Thanx and Stuff. This meant that
I had more time to do the finer points
to the magazine and create better
headers. If I run out of tine (like
I've done this nonth), then the
quality level drops and the whole
affair becomes a little stilted.
So, write me a few articles will

you, it can be about any part of the
CPC world. liven if it's been covered
before, how about covering it again
fron a different angle, it all makes
for some very good reading.
I'm that low on articles, once lore,

that I haven‘t even got a quarter of
an Issues worth for next month, and I
usually have at least half.

SO IHAT'S IISSIIIG AND [Ill
The Competition Spot is missing this
month. Not because John and Carol
didn't send it to me, because they
did, but I have no idea where it is
now, I can't even find a copy, so it's
not here. Sorry John, Sorry Carol. My

only explanation is, perhaps, that the
Rat ate it (now there's an excuse that
HRCCI has never had before).

It FILING SYSIEI
Those of you in the know are aware
that I use a tame black hole as a

filing system. Hell, the black hole
recently collapsed and I lost an awful
lot of stuff and I have no idea where

it's gone, none what so ever. All I do

know, is that I can no longer find it.
There is a reason for telling you

this. That reasons stems from that
fact that my tane black hole (now no
longer is use) was also used to store
quite a few HACCI storage discs, with
a couple or few articles stored on it.
Those articles have now been lost and
I need new copies of then. So, if you
sent me an articles (or two) and they
haven‘t been published (without
explanation), then can you send then
to he again.
its soon as I‘ve finished this issue

I'm going to check every disc I have
in the place in an attempt to find
some of them, but since I have almost
200 3" discs (all full) and nearly
2000 3.5" discs, that's going to take
quite some tine as you can imagine.
Just in case, send me a back up copy,
please, petty please. Sorry .....
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A SYSTEIE NAP

RoutePlanner, the allost legendary
progran from Richard Fairhurst (I know

that name) have been updated and
speeded up somewhat. I'll have a full
review done as soon as possible, but
if you haven't got a copy, then I
would seriously suggest you get one.
This is one of the best Routeplanners
around. I know it's the only one for
the CPC, that's not what Tmean. It
really is one of the best around. When

I challenged it against AutoRoute
Express (that‘s the BIG PC route
planning program) it actually came up
with a far more logical and time save
route. So, I really do mean, it's one
of the best route planners around.
Alright Richard, bring your ego down

to size or you won't fit out of the
door. Just remember Horktop. On second
thoughts don‘t.

A VERY NASTY IDEA THAT I’VE JUST HAD

Has anyone got a copy of Horktop, the
rather interesting program written by

one Richard Fairhurst. Some of you
must recall it. Hell, I would like a
review of it, an honest review, a very
honest review. That should bring the
Ruuuys ego down to size once more
(either that or he's going to come

hunting after me with a very large
chainsaw in his nits).
I'd like it for next month if I can,

I really would. What about it? Anyone
tempted, I sure someone must be,
anyone. Please.

THE CONVENTION

Hhat about this years convention? He

really would like your ideas on the
matter you know. The convention takes
quite a while to organise and set up
and the work has to begin soon.
Please, drop a line to Angie and let

her know what you think. Are you happy
with the location, do you think it
would be better earlier in the year,
what sort of displays would you like
to see? Unless we know, we can't
deliver the goods.

IORE MISSING STUFF

Tappers is absent this month. This is
a one month absence only and it will
be back next month in all it's glory.
I just haven't been able to find a
decent enough program to publish to
make the whole thing interesting.
Tappers will be back as will a Basic

Tutorial, a very good one, which I

lost, found, and now I've managed to
loose once more. Oh well, such is
life. Can I have another copy of it
please, whoever it was who sent them
to me, I really do want them you know.

RETDRHIRG OF DISCS

Yes, I know I'm terrible at returning
discs to their rightful owners. They
do get their eventually, but they can
take their time. It's a one Ian
operation at my end, I don't even have
Clares help anymore now that exams are
rapidly bearing down on us. Please, be

patient, they will come home.

IACCI, THE SPECIAL EDITION

I had a very good response to the Art
and Design Special a couple of months

ago, so much so, that I'm planning
another. How, the question that I had
to ask myseli, was this, what part of
the CPC Scene should I cover. After
long and thoughtful deliberation, I
decided upon, wait for it, Games.
All the serious CPC Users will now

be having heart attacks, the HACCI

purists will be having fits and a lore
than few will be shaking their head in
bewilderment wonder just what Philip
is playing at now.

Well, this is what I'm playing at.
I'm answering the demands of my

readership. Hhenever anyone has
commented about the Art and Design
Special and I asked them for an idea
for what the next one should be about,
over half have suggested Games. 80,
Games software it is, for one issue
only. Yup, HACCI is actually going to
cover games. 50, if you have a

favourite game, send in a review ready
for Games Special. It'll arrive just
as soon as I have the pages filled.

THE ODD THOUGHT FOR THE NORTH

I have been told that rats never stop
growing. Hell, a rats tail is always
the same length as its body and my

rats tail had grown half an inch in
the last week. That means that, by
this time next year, it should be five
feet long. I think I'd better lock up
rather small children......
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FAIR COMMENT
Richard "Bunng" Fairhursf
Frank Neafherwag
3 Glebe Close. Rayleigh. Essex 996 9HL

IASIERS 0F SPACED

Can anyone help me with a working disc
for Printmaster Disc 81, 83, 84? I

have tried but cannot get it to work

anyway.
I sent to hastrad for CHM Disc 3.1.

They sent me CP/M Plus at £15 which I

had already got. Why don't the library
keep a copy? I would be very pleased
if I could get one.

.lohn Muller
Telford

«the reason hmstrad sent you t'R/R
Plus is because Plus and 3.1 are one
and the same thing. the reason that
the library don’t keep a copy is that
0/]! Plus (aha Jill is copyrighted.
Eagle-eyed readers will have spotted
Philip ’s consent in a recent Thanr l
Stuff that the new owner of the
Digital Research copyrights has
released t'P/ll as Rh. h’ell yes, this is
true, but it still doesn’t mean that
anyone can distribute system—format
discs or CR/R boot discs: part of the
copyright here lies with hmstrad and
Locomotive, who were the ones who

wrote the necessary code to mate the
operating system work on a t'Pt'.
Could you be a hit nore specific

about your Printmaster problems,
please? [that eractly doeso ’t wort?

- Richard»

LOST CAI
I read Philip‘s article on ”the Hit
Printer Port' in issue 107 with great
interest, and immediately set to work.

it this point I must mention that I
have two keyboards ((all very well,
but how cany t‘l’t's do you have? -
Richard».

011 opening the first, I found that
the P10 chip did not have the same

number that was mentioned in the
instructions - the number being
D8255hC-5. Very near, I agree, but not
having any expertise in these matters
I thought I had better try my other

keyboard. hll tallied there, sure
enough, so out came the soldering iron
and so to work. No problems - all
looked neat and tidy, reassembled,
keyed in the patch program, then run
it.

Now, I thought to myself, let's
printout all those characters from
128 and above on my DMPZUUO which I
hadn't been able to access before. I
keyed in
FOR a:3Z T0 255:
PRINTh8,ChR$(a);:
NEXT

and all I got was characters 32 to
127. The modification does not seem to
have affected any of the computers
normal functions: I have rechecked the
wiring, the patch program and all
seems well. So, I ask myself, where
have I gone wrong? Have I
misunderstood something, or does the
program need more help?
I have included my copy of the patch

program on this disc. If you have the
8-bit modification as devised by
Philip, would you be kind enough to
try it for me?

Jack Butler
Grays

«If the chip contains R255 somewhere
in the number, it's the right one,
Such circuits are often produced by
several manufacturers, who number then
in their own particular ways: the ch't'
chip, [or erample, is a Willi if it
was wade by REC, an ucaoire if it came
from Motorola, or an thdiib‘l’ if i t's
a Ritachi. There's usually little
functional difference.
hl though I don’t have an R-bit port

of any description, I couldn’t find
anything wrong with your typing. One

possibility is that your WWW isn’t
set up for d-bit operation: many
printers have a control code or DIP
switch setting which tells them to
ignore the highest bit of each
character, thus restricting you to

those in the range between 32-127.
Alternatively, you might have selected
a "second character set" (i.e. those
from lid to 255) identical to the
normal characters.
[then you say that all you get is

characters 32—127, do you mean that
the normal set appears once only (as
per usual) or twice? lt 's possible,
you see, that characters lid-159 are
mapped onto (7-31 — control codes,
which are quite capable of messing up
”normal" printout. Try just printing
characters 16!] to [if and see what you
get.
hope some of this helps ~ Richard»

«Philip here! The problem stems from
the printer. I’ve just been loo/ring at
my 1}”?!th manual, and it would appear
that it doesn't actually have the box
character set built into it. Since it
doesn’t have it, you won't get it. You

may find that printing out characters
lb’d to 255 will print out the italic
version of the normal character set.
leave it with me, I'll see what I can
come up with, i ’ve got an idea which
might just wort -Philip))

ABRACADABRA

After successfully replacing the
Amsdos 40015 chip with ParaDOS, I can
now use my 3.5" Ii drive with programs
such as hdvanced Art Studio, Stop
Press etc, and they recognise discs
formatted up to 720k. However, I have
encountered some problems with DES.
When I enter the ROMS command, the
computer sometimes hangs up and I have
to turn the computer off at the back.
Sometimes though, it works (about once
in every 30 attempts). Why is this and
how can I stop this from happening?

Can you get some sort of lead that
lets you connect two B drives
together, and interchange between them
using an ABBA switch (have the 3.5"
drive as drive A and the 5.25" drive
as drive 3?].
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We have just purchased an Iomega Zip
drive (mm on each disk). Would it
be possible to link this to a CPC, as
you can use it on a PC as an
alternative to the 1.44mb floppy
drive? Would the CPC just regard it as
a normal second drive? The connection
is parallel, and tits on to the
printer port on the PC. The drive
needs a SP power requirement (maybe
you could link it to the 5V power
supply on the Ionitor).
Please call me stupid, but uheuI

dialled the thCI web site (on my PC)

it rang, but a person picked up the
phone. What am I doing wrong? should I
be dialling from my CPC? What sort of
stuff is on the web page?
One last question. Is there an

emulator for PCs that can cope with
overscan games? I have heard of such a

version, but the one currently in
Public Donain does not have this
feature. 1 was hoping to copy
hegablasters all onto one 3.5" disc,
and then use it on my PC, but I just
got a funny picture, just like if you
pressed the stop button on the
Hultiface when trying to save screens.
By the way Bunny, Rutland is part of
Leicestershire isn't it? It is on my

map!

Silon Lucas
Hampton Court

«In which case, stupid (sorry. lint
you did ask}, you should get yourself
abetter map. I won't bore you to
tears with the usual lecture on how
twiffic those nice hh ones you can
pick up for £2.99 in any dooksale
store are, but suffice it to say that
they place dakban, dppingham, and the
like in their rightful home of llutland
rather than any leicester-based
aberration. oh, ok, this is only
because they ’re 1997 maps and kutland
in fact regains its independence cone
Ihpril this year. [(0, really, it
does.
is far as i know, neither llarco

Vieth’s CPC’h'l/U or Richard h’ilsun's
enulator for the Pt' support overscan
screens, nor much of the other
hardware trickery enplnyed by
llegablasters. You could always try
t'l'h', llernd Schmidt ’s program Pt’ Pl]

libraries might have a copy, but
you ’re more likely to find it on an
Internet ftp site such as dog (back to
the ETD J 'net guide, chaps).

Ah yes, the lnternet. k/hat number

are you dialling? l'he kht'tl web site
doesn’t have a telephone number - nor,
indeed, do any web sites. if you found
it in an old issue and it begins with
01252, it’s the h’ht‘t’l BBS - a
completely unrelated tent-only service
run by Chris Smith which is no more.
l'ell you what, why not dial the number
with a voice ’phone and ask?
to get onto the internet and look at

web sites such as Vollh’ll {Ilkt't'l on
world-Wide Web) or, dare i say it, hit
doll/re, you’ll need an account with an
Internet service provider such as
benign or Piper - flick through a

sagazine like Internet today or .net
for their details. Once you've paid
then did (or so) for the first month’s
access, they '11 give you a local
’phone number to call with your Pt'.
dsing Netscape or another web browser,
you can then type in any dkls you‘ve
acquired Iyou know, those things that
begin with http:// J and watch the
page appear as if by magic.
Although this seems uore complicated

than just dialling up an individual
site, reuember, the vast majority of
internet resources are based Stateside

- except when it comes to t'l’t‘ stuff,
which is usually in France or Norway.
Would you want to spend Jd minutes on
the ’phone to Ilorway acgulring the
latest demos? l’honght not,
Please, please, before I die of a

premature something, everybody note
the following: You Cannot Ilse 1.4de
drives on 1 CM Vithout Extensive
Hardware dodifications. Are you
listening, Ilr bikichleau? You see,
barking back to issue 106 {page 11}, I
don’t actually recall anyone vaguely
clued-up claiming in the last ten
years that you couldn’t hook 3.5”
drives up to a t'Pt' or read more than
173k per side. It 's always been
blatantly obvious to anyone with a
copy of 5017’ 968 that you can (check
out the [Pl specs and the Shugart-
standard disc interface).
the crucial limiting factor here is

the HM (Floppy disc Controller) 765
used by the t'l’t' to organise data on
disc. 1.4le discs, as ['11 sure you
all know, are also known as lligh
density discs — in other words, twice
as much data is recorded on the sane
physical area of the disc. So you’re
either going to have to send data from

SBIT
THEMAGAZINEFORALL3311‘COMPUTER USERS
Yes, ifyou've got a.CFC or a. SAM,aOG‘loraPCW,aSpectx-um,

on-whatever" .if it is an 8—bitat heart,SBIT is foryou
File-wapping, E-mnfl,DTP, BentBuyu,Source- ofSoftware and.Hardware,Repairers. ClubNews etc.

only£2.00per issueEster-yThreemonthly

From:Brim:Wat-onHarrowden,39HighStreet,Sutton,ELY,Omb-CBG2m
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the t'Pt’ {via the F0!) to the disc
drive twice as quickly, or slow the
drive down by a factor of two.
the latter is clearly a non-starter

given the nechanisn of 1.4de Pt‘

drives, so it’ll have to be the high-
speed data option. dud therein lies
the problem. The 705 isn’t capable of
shipping data around at such speeds -
heavens, it’s barely capable of
writing to ltd-track discs. (True: the
recalibrate connand will only wave a
noxious of 77 tracks. boconotive’s
Ilichard t'layton clained to be that the
reason they didn’t include support
within lit/5005 for 720k fornats is that
they weren’t deemed ”reliable" enough
to be given the official stanp of
approval, although I '1: not sure that I
believe him here.)
Anyway, all of that was a bit of a

side issue, if a rather lengthy one.
Ah yes, Zip drives. believe it or not,
you night have sore success here - the
parallel port is capable of fairly
fast operation (up to 150,000
characters per second, i reckon).
Ilowever, renenber that connunicatinn
needs to be two-way, and the t'PC's
printer port is little more than an
output device. in addition, you'd have
your work cut out rewriting lit/5005 {or
Parabosl to use the printer port
whenever you selected drive 0. [tot
really worth the effort. Sorry. I '11

going to bake a nane for nyself as the
advice colunnist who always says ”Ilo,

don’tbother" at this rate - d’you
reckon Just Seventeen would take to
that?
Your nss bug is bizarre. After

extensive scientific tests in
Charley’s laboratory {pressing It and c
a lot of tines}, I've nanaged to
replicate this a few tines - but by
contrast, nine (vi .ib/ works 20 tines
out of 30, crashing only very often.
The Unhelpful Advice t'uluunist says
"t/by do you want to use 055 for
erecuting ,’ commands anyway”, but
what does he know? for starters, if
your version nunber is earlier than
Lib, I 'd recommend you ask llr
Campbell nicely for a never one.
The ingenious ABBA switch for

external drives is certainly possible
- Quantum Copnuting marketed one nany
years ago, known as the ’leracadabra”
switch. However, no-one currently
makes the things: and short of a
clever hardware bod writing in with

the circuitry, It's and all, [don’t
think they 're going to.
I’d give up on this bunny bloke if I

were you. Ile’s vastly unhelpful and
obviously doesn't have a clue about
anything. . . - Richard»

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

I hope to meet the deadline of 23rd!
((I wouldn't worry, i didn’t -
Ilichard» Congratulations on your
appointment as Fair Comment editor.
((i'hank you!»
This is going to be brief.

Following the Tappers‘ Type-In Address
Book program in issue 105, I thought
there might be some members less
colpetent at programming than me (if
that'spossible) who would like the
program to print out onto paper.
Therefore, I have incorporated the
following modifications and they
appear to work.

Firstly, change line 300 by adding
.1420 to the end of it. Then change
line 310 so that the 5 after the word
DATA becomes 6, and add ,"Print
Address" to the end of it. Finally,
add the following lines to the end of
the program:

1420 605113 480

1430 PhIhTth,uane$(tile)
1440 TTIth8,addr1$(file)
1450 Phillitflmddrtflfile)
1460 PRIAT08,addr3$(file)
1410 TRITTt8,addrh$(file)
1480 PTITTT8,post$(file)
1490 RETURN

The program should now print the
selected address onto paper, which may

or nay not be useful.
Peter Rogerson

Mansfield

((Ili Peter, Philip cutting in here.
It’s very satisfying when someone
writes in an modifies a problem {and
makes it better) that I wrote sone
time ago. I ’ve now added your change
to by original copy -Philip))

IHO ATE ALL THE P105?
with reference to Alan Corcorau's
letter (November) about an alternative
to the ZGOh PIO chip, I've checked out

the alternative Z8011 P10 and there
should be no problem using this as
it's just a faster version. The

original 180A PID can be obtained from
CPC for 44p plus VAT, but ‘phone for
current prices as my copy of the
catalogue is a rather old one. Contact
CPC on 01772 654455.

how, if anyone can help me with a

little problem: I've got two
dk‘Tronics 256k RAH-packs, but I can't
get them to work together as a 512k
device. They work fine on their own as
256k units, but when plugged-in
together they still only operate as
256k.

The manual says that they can be
used as 512k if the option links are
correctly set, but then it onits to
say where the links are or how they
should be set. I think I've found the
links (a few pads with their tracks
out) but I'd rather see if anyone else
knows about these things before I
resort to guesswork.

Martin Dela
Alvaston

«Thanks for the P10 info. is you say,
one of the Mil-packs needs to be

configured as a silicon disc (ban/rs
it‘d-ff?) to avoid conflict with the
standard [MAI—pack configuration, it'd-
fIJF. It 's a long tine since my silicon
disc came in for the same treatnent
{thank you, as ever, Mr Scott), but if
I renenber rightly, the relevant link
is on the right-hand side of the Pill!-
pack Pt'h, in the middle of a track
extending most of the way up the
board. I could very well be wrong, but
if (unlike no) you haven’t given your
collection of AA back issues to Brian
watson, there’s an article by our
bestest chun Phil t‘raven on this very
subject.
I ’d be interested to know, actually,
bow nauy pieces of software can
utilise menory above 120k. Several
file and disc copiers will: feror,
discology, Punishment, Parallds, and
the 050k variants of rib—Copy. Any
other suggestions? - hichard»

on. F It
My 3.5“ disc drive is beginning to
play up. It keeps thinking that it is
not drive a but drive F. I can be
using it quite normally and then up
comes the dreaded Drive T: Read Tail
sign. The only thing that puts it back
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into action is if I format a disc in
the drive - then everything starts
working again. I did read in one of
the back issues of llacci that to press
I for Ignore instead of II for lletry
may help, but this doesn‘t seem to
work for me.

Secondly, I use Brunword except when

writing to HACCI, when I use Protext
(so quaint]. I wish to configure three
of the keys in Brunword to print extra
box characters. 0n the example disc
that comes with the llrunword ROM is a

program to define keys for whatever
purpose you require. I have managed to
define the screen character but am

unable to define the printer
character, or at least to print it
out. I cannot show in this letter what
I want as I only have the disc version
of Protext and it is impossible to
print box characters out in Protext
without buying extra programs - and
even then they do not show on the
screen, unlike Brunword where it's
made so easy. ((k’vidently - Richard»
If anyone can help with this I would
be most grateful. ((Read last nonths
kilt‘t’l, the answer is there, tree of
charge as well -Philip»

I also have several enlarged and
edited pieces of clip art for use with
Brunword, and a number of enlarged
fonts: the hmstrad font, Shadow font
and old English font. Host of the
enlarged fonts will load into the
Advanced Art Studio, to build up
headlines, letterheads etc.
For anyone who may be interested: if

you send me a 3.5" (llhll/ROMIJOS please)
or 3" disc and return postage, and let
me know whether you use Brunvord, or
have Stop Press and/or Advanced llrt
Studio, I will put as many of the
above items onto the disc as I can
with a few examples of Brunword

graphics for users of this wondrous

program.
Ray Neal

56 Houldsworth Crescent
Coventry CV6 lllJ

01203 362063

«hour drive 1‘ prohlen sounds nuch
nore like a R011 clash — or none other
software problem causing ”5005's
workspace to he overwritten — than a

physical fault with the disc drive to
ne. does it only occur when you’re
using a particular piece of software
(e.g. Rrunword}? [lave you tried

switching Rdtls off? Try playing around
with t‘P/l'l Plus and see if the error
replicates itself then - t'P/II largely
ignores Rolls and RIM/)5 disc routines,
so it’s a good way or' deternining
whether a fault lies in hardware or
not.

Your other guery I '11 leave to the
Rrunword Appreciation Society, as
{contrary what you nay have read)
Rrunword isn’t any choice of word-

processor. Ror do I use Protert for
such purposes (other than i‘air
t'onnent). Sure, it’s a lovely text
editor and integrates beautifully with
Ilaran 1.5, hut its ease-of-use and
output quality are as nothing next to
Maci’rite Pro... - Richard»

«The Rrunword Appreciation Society?
on, then? (Irn, ah, yes. ”In, Rrunword
is a wonderfully anaring progran and
heats anything else in the known

universe. In fact, it better than
eating, sleeping, urn, anything at all
in fact. Can I have ny legs hack now

chaps, I find it difficult to walk
without then -Philip»

CALI, CALI, CALI...
«In a rather radical departure tron
k’Rt’t’l house style - well, what are new
colunnists for? - I ’ve interspersed any

reply throughout the following letter
from Cornwall ’5 Peter t'urgenwen,
rather than putting it in one great
chunk at the end. It seemed easier to
follow that way. The letter was

addressed to both Philip and me, so no
douht there '11 he a few extra consents
in there. And have you noticed how PdR

is nore likely to insert extra
consents in a letter if it ’s placed
towards the end of Fair t'onnent.’
Conplaints ahout either the layout

or the content in tine for Pair
Connent 109, please - Richard»

The arrival of December‘s HACCI, and
there‘s nothing you can say in your
reply to my letter llll'll‘s UP DOC to
upset me. Yes, I've got a full set of

mm issues l-llll (issues 1-3 not
being reprints) thanks to llarket Stall
and Keith Jones, ex-lthCI and CPC

user.

«Sorry, what’s that got to do with
anything? I ’n not trying to upset you,
Peter, honest — I just thought certain
things needed saying.»
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Few left - Ex-soflware 3" disks

£15 per 10

CFZ Crystal Boxes 15p each

AmslradMP3 » New stock
only £30.00

1000's of Tapes from 99p
Many Games Disk from £3.99
Head Cleaners 3" Disk £3.99

UK Made quality Dust Covers £4.99 ‘

(in black)

Used GT65Green Screen Monitors
£20 (3 months warranty)

Used Colour Monitors
£50.00 (3 months warranty)

Amstrad 6128 Phazer Guns
3" disk £8.99

CPC PrinterCables £8.99
Trojan Light Pens 8. Software
Cassette or Disk £14.99

Many other odd items available -
please give us yourwish list

we can only say "no".
Try us and you will be pleasantly
surprised at the range and service.

FREE POSTAGE OVER £10
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

for 10

Used manuals » few only £10

CPC Plus games carts with
instmctions £7.99 (list available)

Konix Joyslid<s for Plus (2 fire
buttons) £7.99

Write or ring:

ComputerCavern
9 Dean Street, Marlow,

Bucks SL7 3AA

Tel/Fax 01628 89102
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Richard and Philip, your reply of
criticism and sarcasm not only to my

letter but others must stop. Ican
take it but others can't: I will
explain. You haven't let Mr Hatt reply
for hiIselt.

((les 1 have, his letter is in this
issue.»

You have spoilt it by saying you don‘t
have to be a mastermind to nake up
extension leads. true, but there is a

certain percentage of CPCers out there
who can‘t. Your attitude is deriding
and putting those few people down.

«Ito, it isn’t. It doesn't take a

mastermind to work out how to change
the spark plugs on a car, either.
however, sone people neither have the
time or the inclination to acquire the
necessary knowledge base that will let
them do this confidently. So either
they try to learn - perhaps with the
help of a magazine article - or they
farm the job out to a garage. that
that 's fine with me... i wouldn't go
anywhere near a car engine!
the point is that, since anyone with

a modicum of hardware knowledge can
figure out how to create such
extension leads {even ne, and I’m

worse than clueless when it comes to
electronics - I blew up my llt'ldd the
other week), your article is hardly a
masterpiece of original thought.
l'herefore, you can’t go around
declaring that llen llatt has copied it
just because he's written about the
sane topic - it’s here likely that he
worked it out himself.
If you were accusing someone or’

having ripped off an article you ’d
written about (say) dk copy mods, a
technique which reguired a great deal
of original research and ingenuity to
perfect, I'd have more sympathy. But
here, I believe, the boot is on the
other foot. l/hy did you offer t'Pc
Southb’est an bk sector article - and
then ”postpone”it? t'an you honestly
say that you developed the technigue
independently of those who got there
first (Richard h’ilson and [lob

Scott)?»

I hope you don‘t have the same
attitude when you get phone calls from

him and other CPC users for help. If
you used that smug superior <(sic>>

that anyone can do it «do, that’s not
what lsaid» you will frighten the
unsure away from the CPC. I thought
the CPC was dying, but within the last
sir weeks I‘ve had phone calls from
new users who have had problems.
Easy-peasy to you and me, but if I
didn’t bother to explain about how to
format a disc, load and run games, why

you need a DDI-i interface, we

wouldn't have new members: they would
just resell their machines. I never
refuse a caller help, and it I can‘t
solve their problem i tell them who

can. So out it out thinking everyone
in HACCI are electronic geniuses: they
aren't.

«Peter, you are talking to the person
who wrote lechy iorun for three years
{as well as the occasional ”Ask kler",
specifically for beginners}, the
author of several beginners' tutorials
(such as the well-known machine code
one) currently circulating in the
public domain, and so on. llore than
average experience of writing for the
technologically bewildered, wouldn’t
you agree?

[’11 not trying to be smug just
because some people have more of a

life than i do and haven't spent
endless hours in front of their t‘Pt's
figuring out the pointless intricacies
of the dim chip. on the contrary,
they deserve congratulations. l ’n just
saying that you were out of order
accusing lieu of plagiarism without any
evidence. t/hich you were ‘ and since
you (wisely) don't attenpt to back up
the allegation in this letter, I
presune you ’ll be apologising to Ben
in the neat Fair Comment.

by the way, I don’t get 'phone calls
from tIAt't'l menbers asking for CM
help, as my nunher is neither in the
”('61 helpline (pressures of time, I ’n
afraid) nor published anywhere, even
art. As you 'd have seen if you ’d

bothered to look. ))

how, Richard, you must cone clean
about your attitude to disczines. Just
because you and your team have fallen
outwith other disczines, don't let
that creep into your reply. hll
disczines mean someone has got off
their backside to produce it; whether
it be good or bad, time and effort has
gone into it. I appreciate all
disczines and fauzines because the

editor, and perhaps his team have
tried.I do agree, some are really
atrocious and full of swear words and

very libellous: you just have to
ignore their juvenile, puerile ways,
and admire how they "run“, and the
artwork if there is any!

((1 don’t believe the llt'h team has
fallen out with any current disc
fanzine - look at the lovely things
5.5.1. and Disc llac Challenge ("Hag
des Monats... it is great") have been
saying about us. Ileither do I agree
that effort alone nerits a place in a
P1) library (or sinilarl. Would you
include a skipful of Pb text files
about PC hardware in the l/At't'l library
- which could easily be read on a t'l’t'?
Someone’s put a lot of effort into
writing them.

I know, I know, "they have no
relevance to llht't‘l members or the
t'Pt'". lot this is the point. lleither
do several of the disc fanaines
around.
Mind you, libellous, juvenile,

puerile disc fahaines which are full
of swear words are great fun. i should
know, I editm.»
'the French had that sort of attitude
of not speaking to their interiors and
see what's happened to them! Good job
a few realised it wasn’t too late to
talk and swap and share things with
us. The CPC user base is small enough
now! Let's not make it smaller by
creating an elite group of geniuses.

((1 really don't see what you’re
getting at here. French t'Pt' users are
currently the most active and
productive in Europe — check out the
stream of demos, games and fanzines
currently emanating from across the
Channel. 50 what did happen to them?
liar do i believe there ‘s ever been a

”snobby” attitude on their part. way
back in 1991, l was a fairly clueless
programner, in many ways floundering
in the dark. line of the best
programmers in France, Serge guerne
(aka tongshot of logon Systen), helped
me enormously with technical info,
programning and design tips, and the
like — always remaining patient when I
asked what nust have been I to his} the
host idiotic questions,»

((1 hate these spare lines —Philip»
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Your remark about the disczines
getting into the library was

unfoundedl hoped the disczine d/b
would be kept separate from the
library and be a unit/group on its
own, and that warnings would be given
on the suitability of the disczine -
sort of censored before reissue.

((hedistributing ”censored" versions
of Pb software is against the accepted
spirit of the public donain. Unless
you’re openly invited to nodir’y or
configure files (as in nany t'P/ll
prograns), or you’re not altering the
content in any way {as in translations
fron the German or French), copying
altered versions is a real no-no. done

on, you were fairly angry this tine
the other nonth when you thought
soneone was distributing an altered
version of one of your articles...
IIhatever. llore relevantly, putting a

warning on a disc containing
instructions on how to kill people
[bad blag) doesn’t excuse it in the
least.
Sorry if I nisinterpreted you about

the disczines going into the hlht‘t'l

library. Obviously, the connent "I
have got stuff fron France and that is
now in the library. I would like
nenbers who can help ne in tracking
down and sending ne disc fansines" (by
enphasis) was nore anbiguous than I
thought...»

((I ’11 add a connent here. I '1] do

anything I can to wipe one ”he out of
existence, utterly and totally. I/bilst
I an editor of ”('61, or have anything
to do with it, bill} llhtv' will [/5th
appear in the i/ht't'I Pl) Library.
lather arrogant of ne? Ito, not

really, I just find racisn and ertrene
anti-senitisn {of the kind that
circulated in gernany in the 1930’s],
rather offensive.
oh well, better watch by post again,

I suspect I ’11 end up with a few nore,
shall we say, dodgy discs caning in
through the post -Phi1ip»

Also, please note: nearly all
disczines now tron France and Gerlany
are also in English, so don‘t be put
off.

«he. I'here are no current French
discaines with nore than trace levels
of English. I'ron h'ernany, tribal llag,

Disc llac Challenge, digital Press and
a couple of others have a ninority of
English naterial: and then there ’s
Greece 's S. t‘.I., which is Ihdh
English-language. That's the lot.
Sorry Peter, but as possibly one of
the two nost well-knownBritish CPt'ers
in the European fanaine/deno ”scene”
{the other being Slice, aka l'on bean),
I do know what I 'n talking about. For
once.»

The point of asking for disczines was
also that there were/are ways of
contacting others who Iay have

something we want or need! Some of the
utilities I got from France a couple
of months ago have been very
gratefully received by my contacts
with pleas of "get us sole were like
that"!

«Yes, agreed - although I ’n not sure
why you single out disc fannines here,
when denos are just as cannon a way of
initiating software swaps. And many of
us are in contact with overseas
progranners already. . . ))

I won‘t go on: I think you must have

got the message! i swipe at you now.

It's a great pity that while you had

great wodges of cash while at M, sole
of it wasn't spent on getting the
actual programs to work. It's a good
job your fellow S'l‘S friends did! BIL

3: North and South and many other
cracks done for you!

((My fellow SIS friend Challeylronit',
you nean? The one who wrote the "kl
t'overtape t'onpanion" article and the
llorthh South and Desktop Organise
prograns. Here's a handy hint:
Challeyl’ronit’, or ('th for short, is
actually ny pseudonyn. t/ell concealed,
I know. I nean, the second article in
every issue so far has only contained
a credit to ”Editor: Challeyl’ronit‘
(Richard Pairhurst)". Jeepers.
Ilorth h South, I believe, is

adequately chronicled in the till
article. I nessed up. I ’11 sorry. I
believe I did as good a job as
possible within the time allowed. If I
was just trying to do a nininun anount
of work without bothering about
conpatibility or bugs, I wouldn ’t have
spent tine trying to fix the problens
and publish the conclusions (for free}
in bl'I, now would I?

And before you start attacking
progranners, ask yourself for a ninute
— what have you ever done for the t'Pt‘.’

[lo I see huge quantities of guality
utilities in the P11 library narked "by
Peter Curgenven"? I don 't think so.»

Please note: don‘t swear at he by
quoting the Internet, I've no desire
to buy, use or borrow a PC! I have a

supply of cm and when they all
expire so does my interest in
coaputers, it's the CPC or nothing.

«Sorry to tell you this, Peter, but
I ’n a regular Internet user - and I
don’t own a PC. It ’s all done on the
CM (running hnsil’ern) and an ancient
hnstrad 5112400 nodes, using which I
dial up an Internet host in t'anbridge
with e-nail, news, and PIP facilities.
(Incidentally, this neans that you can
now e-nail your Fair t’onent letters
to wacciibtl. confusion. org . )
Anyway, I ’11 presune you’re

currently abstaining fron daily
newspapers with technology supplenents
on the basis that they contain far too
such bad language.
Sorry if I 've sounded rude at any

point. but really, Peter, I would

prefer it if you engaged your brain
before writing such a letter.

- Richard»

RAPID HEBUTIAL UNIT, "thle ROAD

Having just read Peter Curgenven‘s
letter in issue 107 of WACCI, I must

say thatI was a little shocked at
what he said regarding my extender
articles. For a start I have never
even read a single issue of CPC

Southwest, and I don‘t clail that by
article is mine, I know it is mine.
Like you said, Peter hasn't even read
my article, and how he could ever
possibly think that I have copied his
article just from Iy letter is beyond

Ie. Saying what he did is like writing
areview for, say, Protext on one
magazine and then complaining when

someone else reviews it in another.
Ridiculous I know, but so was Peter's
letter.
This is the first time I have felt

annoyed with any HACCI neither (in
fact, so far you‘ve all been great),
butI think that the fact that he

cowplained about an article that I
sent to Philip with the best of
intentions seens to be a bit off.
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hnyway, maybe if Philip could actually
print my article then this would
resolve everything once and for all!

«I’ll then both nert north as a
single article -Fhilip))

Incidentally, I do know that making
a joystick extension is pretty easy.
but not all of the HACCI members have
a huge knowledge of this sort of thing
and what I hoped to do in my article
was to make doing this much easier and

explain it in a simple way that most
people can understand. llhether or not
I succeeded, I'll leave to you to
decide.
Anyway, enough about that, I‘d just

like to say congratulations on
becoming the new lair Comment editor,
but are you going to try starting each

reply to your letters with the many

different ways of saying ‘liello‘ as
did Philip? hope you all have a Merry
Christmas and a happy New Year
(although by the time this is printed
in HhCCl Christmas will have been and
gone). Let's hope that 1997 will be a

good year for the CPC!

By the way, when are we going to see
a solution to the North E South 6128

covertape problem?
Ben llatt

2 Cuiken Bank

Penicuik
Midlothian EH26 Utl‘

«thanks for sorting that out. As I
pointed out to the llember for lrevone
some minutes earlier, 1 ’m not trying
to Irnoclr articles on ”easy” hardware
projects - I refer the flight
honourable Gentleman to Itht‘t'l 107, p6,
column 3, lines 11-17,
Reprinted from issue 3 of Hi,

here 's a short one—liner which {when

llfllI) will configure your Ilortb l South
disc to be dill-compatible. Sadly, it
means you lose Plus compatibility, but
you can reinstate that by replacing
the hit’ with an ill and trying again.

MEMORY HFFF: L0hD"ns.m",&2000:
POX! t810E,t1C: ,‘Elth,"ns.n":
ShVE"ns.m",b,h2000,h80l‘6,h200

Yes ltr t'urgenven, I did write it.

I 'n not sure about starting each
reply with a variant on the word
”hello”. They’d all probably end up
starting and finishing with "All the
lads”, with the odd "f'hat’s the bunny”
in between. All the lads.’
lly the way, lien just needs a few

more articles before t'l’t' Quick Z is
ready - so if there '5 anything you
think the world should know about,
drop him a lime —Ilichard))

cltAlLlllG CHAOS

...also known as Charley’s t'ochup
Corner. this month’s prize badge-up
{or rather, last month’s) was my
statement that Frank had posted off a
copy of Family history I to Aubrey
linden. i wuz wrong, totally and
utterly, and in fact Family history 2
is not (as yet) pvblically available.
Sorry for any confusion caused.

By the way, the Crawling Chaos title
comes from an early Factory Records
band, not a sad sci—fi boot, Just
thought I'd make that clear. This
month’s to recommendations are the
first four burutti Column rereleases
- wonderful abstract guitarscapes, or
something. fry the ”Viol heilly”
albun, it ’s fantastic.
Finally, llouteFlanner users might be

interested to Irnow of a new program
available soon from Radical Software.
Called "Post office Itoutel’lanner”, it
calculates the guictest route for a
letter to take between two places
(Bisbrooke and Lincoln, say), and then
ignores it, loses your letter, and
causes h’ht‘t‘l lid to be several wee/rs
late. them.

«See, it really wasn't my fault this
time -Philip))

A little addition down here, just to
remind people to send Ie sole lore
articles. 1': getting very lol on
thel once more.
Before you ignore this bit and think

that you couldn't possibly write
something for IACCI, think again.
Everyone can Irite souethink. it takes
a little confidence. fry it lift you,
or IACCI lay lust stop arriving purely
on the grounds that there arn't any
articles to publish, rather than the
efforts of the Royal flail.
Could all the regular writers also

fire into high gear as cell. Thanks a
lot Iy friends.
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COMPETITION SPOT
With Paul Dwerrghouse

Question One: Who sang "Little Ame?"

This Ionths conpetion is very silple indeed.
Sole interesting prize lit] 90 to the IeIher lho
cones up Iittl lost interesting place that this
Ionths Coupetition Spot ended up in, because I
still can't find it.

- Philip Billie/Heart

__ '
V

m

Question Two: With reference to the above 'rtem. what did Joseph-Nioephom Niepce produce?

All answers to J & C Bovtley as usual — taeverso.
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DRIVE By Philip Peacock

l have been trying for a while now to get a 3.5incli drive to worlr somehow without
any interface, but it dosen't seem possible without the location dole sensor.
With the 5 1/4 inc/i drives they usually just require a few of the jumpers on the
circuit board to lie moved around to get them to work, below is a list of
requirements { as I have found):

IHE REQUIREMENTS LIST

a) It does not matter if the drive has
1 or 2 heads as the jumpers will be
used to select only 1 of them anyway.

b) It will mean less messing around
with things if the drive you choose
has a built-in power supply, otherwise
you will have to connect it to the
inside of your 6128 which, with post
people, runs the risk of accidentally
damaging you computer when connecting
the power leads.

c) When the drive is connected
properly, the read/write LED on the B:

drive should always be the opposite to
the one on the built-in drive LG.
lihen drive I: is reading or writing
and the light is on, the light on the
other drive should be OFF and visa-
versa.

d) Nith the cable connecting drive D:

to the back of the computer, if you
attach the cable upside-down, it CAN‘T

do any harm. All that will happen is
that drive D: will spin coutiniously
and not be able to access any discs
inserted.

e) If you want to use an 80 track
drive, you will have to buy one which

is switchable from 40 to 80. Drives
used on the DEC computers are often
like this DOT I have never been able
to configure one of these types to
work properly, although many other
types of 40/80 track are fine. Always

try to set one up as a 40 track to
begin with incase it can do 40 track
and not 80 (avoides confusion). I

prefer just using a 40 track one
anyway.

f) A permanent BO track drive nay be
used if you are going to have
something like RODOS on RON

pernanently installed as this has the
ability to use 80 tracks anyway.

glllhen using 5.25 inch discs, it is
no more possible to have more men on
the disc than it is to put a bigger
egg in a bigger basket!

b) On all of the drives I have
checked, the following is the layout
on the power cables from the power
supply in drive D: (5.25 inch).

RED LEAD = 12V
BLACK LEADS = GROUND CONNECTION

COLOUR NHICN 15 NONE OF THE ABOVE = 5V

where possible, use a multi-meter to
check the cables, but it should be the
same on everything.

i) Another point of interest
(connected with 3 inch drives instead)
is that there are a few types which
also require jumpers to be changed to
get then to work. These tend to be the
full-height versions found on
computers like the EINSTEIN. These
can't fit in place of the usual drives
due to their size, but obviously act
perfectly as drive Dz.
The junpers are the small, plastic,
renovable connectors found on the
circuit board in the drive. There
aren't usually any on the proper linch
drives, but 9 out of 10 5.25 inch
drives have then, which allows
selection of the drives as A: or D:,
single or double sided and other
things whichI have never found any
use for.

Below are the two most connon
configurations of the jumpers for 5.25
and 3 inch drives ( full height type).

5.25 inch 3 inch

Ill - OII‘ U51 - OFF

553 — OFF NI - ON

D52 - OFF ML - Ol‘l‘

Hli - 0I-‘l‘ D53 - OFF

051 — Oll D52 - OI‘I‘

D50 - Ol‘l‘ D51 - Oil

HS - Oll D50 - OFF

These will bake the drive work as
drive D:, but if you disconnect the
cable going to the drive in the
computer ( it doesn't matter about the
power cable) then you can have drive
D: act as drive it: although I have
found that it occasionaly gets a bit
stuck and the conputer and drive need
to be switched OFF then Oil again to
get it to work properly.

To select as drive h:, on 5.25 inch
change D51 to HR and on the 3 inch
drive change D51 to one of the other
letter settings ( USI or ill. ) and that
should work it all perfectly.

GETTING A lITTLE POIER CRAZED

One inportant point to note is that
the power cables on 5.25 and 3 inch
drives are different. On checking my

drives I found that on the 5.25 inch
the RED is 12 volts and the other is 5

volts. 0n the 3 inch drive they're
the other way around. DON'T FORGET as
that will definitely cause sone damage.

COVER NE

That really does cover it all. I can't
think of any other important bits of
information about the subject as the
main point is the jumpers. Note that
they all seem to need two jumpers on
them. I would be interested to hear of
any other types or configurations.
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PATCHING PROTEXT
By David O'Shea

Ill there! Ilave you ever wanted to add a feature or command to Protert, but have
no idea [row to go about it? You could add an [(51, but what if some fool later
used it outside of Protert? (le yourself later when you've forgotten what it
does). Well, there is a way! And the good news is that it’s dead easy, assuui'ug
you know a bit of assembler.

lHEflE 00 I STARI

Well, first of all, I should say that
all of this has only actually been
tested on Protext v1.22 on ROM, but as
far as I know, it should work just as
well on other versions, ROM and
softloaded types. If anyone finds out
otherwise, perhaps they could let me

know?

0K, Protext has vectors that you can
patch, and lists that you can call.
Some of these lists are easy to crash,
but a little care is all that is
needed. The first thing your program
has to do is make sure Protext is
connected/loaded and find out where

its workspace, etc. is. To do this,
you can call the first RSX.

nsx: a1o,ano
Entry: llone
Exit: B=HC,

Dizworkspace address
CHL:version number

To call it, use something like:

.init ld h1,RSX ;Point Hi to list
call tbcdi ;Try to find it
jp nc,error ;Tell if not found
call ilb ”Execute RSX

....now DE=workspace addr, CHL=version

ret ;Done!
.error
.print

ld hl,ermess
1d a,(hl}

or a

ret 2

inc hi
call ibbSa
jr print

.ermess text 7,"Error -
Protext not foundl",13,10,0

.RSX byte tld,&80

‘fou can do whatever you want with the
workspace addr and version number
where the ‘. ..’ is in the program. As

you can see, most of the code is error
handling, implying that the lists are
easy to use, which most of then are.
Does anyone know what the value of arc
returned in ii leans? Is it the sane in
other versions? So far, I haven't
found a use for it.

A VECTOR APPROACH

how that you have the workspace
address, you can use this as a base to
find some of the useful vectors that
you can patch to lake Proteit do your
bidding. Take a look at the following
mouth watering list:

base+i005 RET - called before printing
base+i008 RET - called after printing
baseliOOB JP EFZBB - called to print

one character
base+ll00E JP hC730liC5CE - called to

process COPY key
base+t011 RET - called by CLI before

processing command

base+i014 JP £5496 - called to process
keypresses

base+t011 JP HMS - coamand line
interpreter

basesiOlh RET - check unrecognised
stored commands

base+i01n RET - process unrecognised
stored commands

(The addresses EFZBB,iC730,etc. are
for v1.22 ROM and may differ)

Aguick glance shows that you can
modify the printing routine, add
commands to the Proteit command line
(CLI), add new functions to
keypresses, modify the Chi, and add
stored commands. Not bad for?
vectors!
night, so say you wanted to claim

the process keypress vector. The first
thing to do is add all to the
workspace address. Then store the
three bytes already held there
somewhere else, so you can call them

if the keypress doesn't concern you,
and then patch it to call your own

routine. You‘d add something like this
to the routine above (where the dots
are}:

ld ix,&ld :0ffset of vector
add ix,de ;Add workspace address
ld hl,oldvec ;Place to stor old vector
1d a,(ix) :Copy first byte
ld (hl),a
inc hl
ld a,(ir+1) ;Copy second byte
1d (h1),a
inc hl
1d a,(ir+2) ;Copy third byte
1d (hi),a
ld a,&c3 ;Byte for 'JP‘
ld hl,patch ;hddress of patch routine
ld (ix),a ;Patch vector
1d (ix+l),1
1d (ix+2),h

And at the end, reserve some space for
‘oldvec‘:

.oldvec rmem 3

Now all you need to know are the
entry/exit conditions for the vector:

base+i014 Vector (JP £3496 - called
to process keypresses)

Entry: h contains key code (see
PROTEXT Ianual for codes)
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Action: Processes keypresses. You can
patch this to add keypresses within
EDIT node. If you don't want to
process the key, pass it on to the
original routine.

Inust confess to not knowing with
100% certainty which registers are
corruptable, so I usually PVSE then
all at the start and PDT ‘en off
before I RETurn.

ROI IDAI?
Arled with the knowledge given above,
you should be able to add new keypress
functions to Protext, even if you only
have limited knowledge of assenbler.
After all, all that I've left you to
do is write the actual routine that
you want to add - adding it to Protext
itself is easy.

BUT I RANT TO ADD IORE

Hell, you asked for it ~ here cones a

description of the rest of the
vectors, with the original vector
(v1.22) in brackets:

base+A005 Vector (RET - called before
printing)

Action: Use this vector to do sone-
thing just before printing starts.

base+t008 Vector (RET - called after
printing)

Action: Use this vector to do some-
thing after printing finishes.

base+hDDE Vector (JP tTZEE - called
to print one character)

Entry: If bit 2 of D is set, output is
to the screen. If hit 1 of D is set,
output is to a tile. otherwise output
is to the printer.
A contains the character to print. HI.

contains the current text address.

Action: Print the character to the
required output streal.

Exit: Carry set if or. Do Carry if it
didn‘t go as planned. Reset Zero flag
to try again straight away.

base+l00E Vector (JP lCYJD/ICRCE -
called to process COPY key)

Action: You can use this vector to
hate the COPY key continue on an
interrupted task. Yote however, that
it way be altered.

Notes: If you use Film or REPLACE,

this vector is changed so that the
COPY key will continue on with the
previous task. It is patched to qup
to tC73D for a FIRD operation and

mm for a REPLACE operation. When

PROTEAT first loaded, it contains a
RET conIand (i.e. COPY does nothing).

base+A011 Vector (RET - called by Chi
before processing connand)

Entry: HE points to the connand

Action: This vector if called by the
CLI before executing any connand (be
it a PROTEXT connand or an RSI). I

suppose you could use it to add
connands without adding RSXs. Check
both upper and lowercase connands.

Exit: Clear the Carry flag to go into
EDIT node or set it to stay with the
CLI. Set the Zero flag if your routine
processed the connand, or reset it if
you want PROTEXT to process the
connand. If the Carry flag is clear,
EDIT node will be entered straight
away, without processing the connand.

Notes: If you don't process the
conland, restore the flags and lit to
what they were when the routine was

entered, or the ESC key nay not work
or PROTEIT night not process the
conuand.

base+t014 Vector (DP “4% - called
to process keypresses)

Entryzh contains key code (see PROTEAT

nanual for codes)

Action: Processes keypresses. You can
patch this to add keypresses within
EDIT node. If you don't want to
process the key, pass it on to the
original routine.

base+t017 Vector (JP tEBSS - connand
line entry)

Entry:lll. points to entry buffer, E=tlfl

base+l01h Vector (RET - check
unrecognised stored connands)

Entry: EL points to conandn?

Action: Make sure you check upper and
lower case!

Erit:Set carry if connand is
recognised/reset if unrecognised. Set
lit to next character if recognised.

base+t01D Vector (RET - process
unrecognised stored connands)

Entry: EL points to conand+3'!

Action: User defined

Exit: Point RE to the first character
that‘s not part of the command.

Itext issue, (if they let ne), I'll
attempt to describe the rest of the
RSAs. I can talk you through a patch I
wrote nyself which I find quite
useful, if anyone is interested. If
you want to contact as, you can eIail
Ie at

kosheatindigoie
or

950596950csnove11.ucc.ie

(after October 7th - back to college!)
or you can write to he:

David O'Shea
23 Rillcrest
Carrigaline
Co. Cork
Ireland
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THE CPC CLOCK
By John Hudson

lilre all computers, the t'Pt' maintains an internal clock which can be accessed for
various purposes. it starts counting from the time it’s switched on and BASIC

commands, such as l’lllh’, use it as an approximate measure of time elapsed. I say
'approximate’ because it 'ruus fast’ to compensate for the {act that updating
does not occur when Interrupts are suspended, for example, during disc writes. It
you use the disc drive for a hypothetical ’average’ amount, the cloclr will stay
roughly in time; but if you check the cloclr after you have backed up several
discs, you will find it is slow even if it was ’right’ when you started.

SHORT OF TIME

'l'hough hmstrad BASIC does not support
dates, it is fairly simple to set up
the date as variables and maintain a

clock on the screen. My brother wrote
a program containing the algorithm for
calculating days of the week, months
and years which saves the current date
to disc and, when you next run the
program, offers you the next ten dates
to select from so that a single
keypress initialises the date for use
in the program and saves it to disc
for future use.
CP/H Plus uses the internal clock to

maintain its own clock which is held
at bytes 64500 to 64504. The first two
bytes hold the day number in normal
Intel fashion (that is, the low byte
before the high byte) and the
remainder hold the hours, minutes and
seconds respectively in 0-bit packed
000. You can find the day number by
adding the value at 64500 to 256 x the
value at 64501.
With both AMSDDS and cm Plus, you

have to enter the date and time each
time the machine is switched on as
there is no way for the CPC to
maintain the date or time when the
machine is off. Devices like the Real
Time Clock maintain their own clock
which is powered by rechargeable
batteries and provide software which
enables you to copy the date and time
held by their clock into BASIC or
bytes 64500 to 64504 under CP/H Plus.
This copying is only done when the
clock reading program is run, usually
immediately after the machine is
switched on, and the Real Time Clock

takes no further part in maintaining
any clock functions under BASIC or
CP/M Plus unless you run the program
again.

THE DAIN OF TIME

CP/H Plus regards Sunday, lst January
1970 as the start of time - the date
15th December 1902 which often appears
when people test for the date in CP/H

Plus is the value which the version
that Amstrad bought happens to place
in locations 64500 and 64501 when it
is loaded.
Using Sunday, lst January 1910 is

not quite as barny as it might seen;
by dividing the day number by 7 you
can find out the day of the week from
the remainder - 1 is Sunday, 2 is
Monday and so on to Saturday when it
is 0. ((Ir’hat? -Philip»
Since the date is a two-byte number

and CNN Plus began counting on day 1,
it can count up to 65,535 days - or
well into the 22nd century (there
being 36524 days in a normal century).
The problens only arise if you want to
use this number.

IHEII IOIIIORROI COMES

Digital Research supplied a progran
(DATE.CDH) which allows you to put the
correct date and time into locations
64500 to 64504 but it uses the US

HH/DU/YY convention and will not work
beyond the end of this century. John
Elliott had a patch published in the
October 1903 edition of PCW Plus which
enables DATE.COH to use the UK

DD/MM/YY convention and to work until
31 December 2017 (obviously by telling

it to regard year numbers 00-77 as
preceded by 20).
Incidentally, pressing a key to set

the time after entering the date and

tile with DATE.C014 is intended to
enable you to enter the exact time by
entering a time ahead and then
pressing a key when it is reached.
Because of the way the CPC clock is
updated, this precision is of no real
use.
CP/H Plus comes with BIOS calls to

GET/SET the date and time and these
are available in some versions of the
C programming language. If you are
writing in assembler, you can use
these calls or go through the System
Control Block - the offsets are 500 to
56h.

BASICALLY. wwnr's THE TIIE?
hny programming language which, like
Mallard BASIC under CP/H, contains a

function to PEEK a location in RAH can
also read the values at 64500 to 64504
and use them. So, for example, dMSE

It has a PEEK function and it is
fairly easy to write a chSE program
to work out the date from the CPI! day
number.
Supercalc2 was unfortunately written

in CP/ll 2.2 days and expects to find
the date in 08 format in locations
10h, 11h and 12h which is why

Supercach comes with a program called
DATTIH.COH which puts the date in
these locations.
I wrote SCZDATE.COH, which is on PD

Disc 02, when DATTIN ceased to work

properly. It takes the CPI! Plus day
number from locations 64500 I: 64501,
converts it into US date format and

places the result in locations 10h -
12h. So you need to use DATHOH first
to get it to work properly.
I thought when I wrote SCZDATE.COP4

that I might develop it further, for
example, to allow a manual entry
alternative for CM! 2.2 users. So I
tried to keep the code open enough to
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add functions and to extend its
coverage further into the list
century.
Unfortunately, though the current

version of “201018.00! carries on
working until 2027, the TODAY function
in Supercalcl only works in this
century. You can ‘fir‘ it manually by
adding 36525 to TODAY (36525 since
2000 is a leap year). Hopefully,
soueone will cole up with a patch to
enable TODAY to work properly in the
next century. I will in any case
extend the coverage of SCZDATE.COH

further into the let century before
it becoues vital for anyone‘s
business.

DRE 011 "IE IILtEIIIUI
It is probably ilportant in thinking
about the next century to distinguish
dates where the century is ilportant
froa those where it is not. For
exanple, when I record the date I paid

a cheque into the bank, I an not going
to confuse 11th February 2001 with
11th February 1901. However, if I want
the corputer to calculate credit or a

person's Ierership of a club for
instance, I don't want to give credit
that extends frol 1999 to 1900 or find
that a person has been in Ielbership
for -91 years!

The sirplest workaround is to
convert all dates to 0 or 10 digit
dates. Iu raanasr you need to use
YYYYIHDD to get the correct sort
orders In Supercach, you need to get
used to entering dates in HH,DD,YHY

format. If you leave the century off,
Supercalc assuues '19' but if you

enter the ‘20‘ it stores it as ‘20‘

even though, if the coluln width is
less than 10, it only shows the date
in HH/DD/YY forlat. If you want to see
the century in Supercalc, lake sure
any field that holds dates is at least
10 columns Hide.

LESS IIIMI PERFECT? (HUI SURPRISIIIG)

ls so often with CP/H, though the
ilplelentation by others has not
always been perfect, the concept was
right. the built—in date and the
function is perfectly accessible and

it does not conflict with any add—ons

such as the Real Tile Clock which does
keep pretty good tile and which you
can use for fairly accurate tining
within progrars if you want its
greater accuracy.
Anyone who has a problel with CF]!

dates at the turn of the century will
do so because their software is not up
to it and not because Cllll is not up

to it.

((l’hauhs a lot John. (an I ash you a
favour? You My have noticed that I 've
published a lot of your articles in
recent issues and I '1 running our of
then. Any chance of sore rare? l'hey
rare ry life a Jot easier -Phr‘iip»

Merline—Serve/KAD, Brympton Cottage, Brunswick Road, Worthing,
West Sussex, BN1 I 3NQ. Tel/Fax 01903 206739

‘r*2
Recycling CPC Goods

Merline-Serve
l

l

|

I

' MafiubSa-wis ii non-pmfil flanking smiec run by cm (mlhmasls, roi (.‘I’C
l

enthusiasts. We supply srdlwarc and hardware no kmga available frown lhc
l oormncrcilll snfiwun: houscs' and publishing dummies
‘

We stockmany books. magazines, [unzines.ROMs, hardwam, sofiuarc (bothgarms rand ,

nlililius)on disc, lilpc and cartridge. ()ux itemson: in good working order, or your mm
back We: will oonsidurswaps, pan cxduuigcs and [Indiumourselves. ll‘you can't
get hold ol'u CI’C imm, llacn try us because “a: have '11)!»th got what you want,

l

l

i

can get hold of II or knowmmwho can,

Wt: #54» run KingArthur’s Domain, 3 disc hosed Pl) library cow-miningon: 200 discs. Fora catalqmca send a disc (3" or
3.5") and an SSA}; lo lhc address ahm'c,

Malina-Serveas now oflmng u slandurd 10% discount to all WACCImembers To get

our latest catalogue. simply sand an AS S 5 All to the address above. andwill get one on it's way.

...l0|||0||llllll l0||l 10% 0l80000l...
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CPC SOUTH WEST
CONVENTION B..A..g....0....k

At the end of October people travelled from near and far to attend the CM 57/ get
together. Dad and I loaded up the van once more and prepared ourselves for
another long journey and the shoot that t'Pt' users can all too often inflict.

All EILIGHTEIIIIG IDEA

Sadly, Dad and I were not able to
attend last year's meeting, which is
something we now regret. lie went this
year with all the enthusiasm a new

experience offers and we weren't to be

disappointed. After trawling up to
hirmingham, spending a day with a load
of wacky people «Knowing Angela, that
pun was definitely intended- P» and
coming back again, had and I decided
that spending the night in Plymouth
would be an extremely good idea.

We had planned to seet Dave

huggeridge and have Calemo at the
hotel, have a drink and chat all
evening without having to worry about
the other half, parents or phone bill;
we couldn't decide which was the
greater evil. is it turned out, bad
and I didn't arrive until half past
eleven that evening which killed off
the chat and drink idea. Still, we got
up nice and early the next day, fresh
with the Plymouth air ready for the
CPC South llest convention.

lllERE'S llOlllEPlAllIEll GONE?
He found the place and only vent
around Plymouth a few times. That's no
detriment to Dave Stitson's map and

instructions, just my map reading and
Dad's sense of direction. the hall the
meeting was being held in was great.
It was built some time ago and didn‘t
look like it had been bombed as much

of Plymouth had been during the war.
The hall was large enough easily to

seat 180 people. With a high ceiling
and good lighting it was a lovely
place to be in. the doors were left
open to allow air to circulate and let
the smokers out when they could no

longer resist the urge.

IIIE 39 STEPS

To my great pleasure there were only
three steps to contemplate when

unloading our Heriine—Serve stuff,
which was the biggest bone of
contention I had with Bescot Football
Stadium. have Stitson had indeed
picked a great spot.

There were at least three Dawes in
attendance on the day, which did make

things a little confusing. I called
across the room "navel". have

Huggeridge turned his head, have
Caleno leaned forward and Dave Stitson
turned around. They then all said
"llhat?" in unison. Hell it made me

laugh.
There weren't as many people there

as tickets sold, but that is normal in
any situation you come across. I shall
try a few names of people that were
there and apologise in advance for
missing out the blindly obvious.
Firstly there was Dave Caleno, of

bonzo Scrapyard fame, who put out sone
Sorapyard newsletters for people to
look at. Dave Huggeridge was giggling
all day like a young boy given a big
bag of sweets. lie was also winding up
the likes of John Reilly, also known

as The Artful Doodler. John's art work
is truly stunning. lie and Silon Crump

(Frequency to those into pseudonyms)
have produced a demo between them,
imaginatively entitled "The Demo".

From what I have seen it is an
excellent piece of work and I am just
waiting for a few bugs to be ironed
out. Another gentlemen also came along
with Simon Crump but his name now

escapes we.

Frank Frost, who handles our HACCI

services, attended and left fully
laden. It was also nice to meet his

wife again. Peter Curgenven and his
wife Anne were there, who was roped
into washing up the cups and saucers.

who could forget the deeply sublime
llrian Watson? A table at one end of
the hall with all ComSoft products,
latest copies of the magazine shit and
information about Protest and the
lEllh. I always enjoy meeting llrian, a

truly lovely gentleman who has so much

energy he lakes Philip look like he's
on valium.

A DIPl? HONESILY AIGELA...
There were other members who came in
and out during the day but the person
who must really take the biscuit that
day was Dave Stitson himself. For a

start he had chosen an excellent
location (only three steps, I was so
happy), but he also sold me his
hmstradbllPl printer. llhat, you may
well ask, would I want with a mi
printer? Hell, to be honest it was for
Philip. You see I got his one a while
back but the ribbon was so old it fell
to pieces, although with Philip it
probably did have some gentle
encouragement.
I spotted this one, fully working

and intact, and grabbed it for His
Editorship. Which relinds he that I
must tell him about it some time
((l'hat would be nice -P)).

All) lllE VERDICI 15
bad and I really did enjoy ourselves
that day. It was especially nice as we

rounded it off with a meal at the
Little Chef with have Muggeridge and
Dave Caleno, to make up for the
evening we were late.
Dad and I actually got to speak to

people at length which nade all the
difference to the day. So, many thanks
to have Stitson for a great tile, we

will be looking forward to attending
next year‘s get together.
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The Market Stall
with Angie

Ilappy New Year everyone!!!
January 1997, the years seen to fly
hy. This is a special year [or ne as I
shall he 50 (no rude connents please]
all I need to do now is to save enough

nouey [or a party! Talking about
parties, at the Convention 96, t'arol
howley took lots of photo '5. If anyone
would like copies would they please
let Carol and John know, in writing,
which ones they want and how nany. I
haven 't nany adds again this nonth so
I thought I would ask you none
questions regarding nert years
convention.

1. Mould you prefer a date in June.

2. Are you happy with Descot Stadium
as the venue.

3. Would you like an evenings get
together arranged on the night
before the convention.

4. Does anyone want to arrange a get
together up north or down south.

5. Is there anything else you want me

to change or arrange.

Telphone answers or letters please.

I hope you all had a terrific
Christnas and a llappy New Year to you
all.

FOR SALE

TAPES FOR SALE 0 £2.00 EACH:-

Armageddon Man, The; Cane Set A

Match [4 Tapes - 10 Hit gases);
Mind-Stretchers (3 Tapes - Scrabble,
Monopoly l. Cluedo); Plan-It; Return
to Eden; Saga of Erik the Viking,
The; Snowball; Starglider.

TAPES FOR SALE 8 £1.00 EACH:-

Amstrad Basic Tutorial (First Steps);
Combat Lynx; Empire Strikes Back,
The; Final Fight; Flintstones, The;
Football Manager II; Footballer of the
Year; Gremlins; Platoon; Skate or
Die; Sorcery; Star Mars; Teenage
Mutant Hero Turtles; TV Special
(Blockbusters, Every Second Countsl
The Krypton Factor.)

IAPES FOR SALE 0 £0.50 EACR2~

Animal, Vegetable, Mineral; ATV

Simulator; Battle for Midway;
DMX Simulator; Centre Court; Contin-
ental Circus; Curse of Sherwood;
Endzone; Fighter Pilot; Finders
Keepers; Flight Path; Football
Director: Football Manager; Football
Manager II; Ghostbusters; Ghost
Hunters; Grand Prix Driver; Hunchback;
Hunter killer;
Mr Freeze; Paperboy;
Handball Maradonna; Postman Pat 3;

Punchy; Eadzone; Rock Star Ate My

Mamster; Scrabble; Smugglers‘ Cove;
Soccer Doss; Super Stunt Man; May of
the Exploding Fist.

Peter Shilton's

DISCS FOR SALE 0 £2.50 EACH:-

Amstrad Systems; Battle of Midway

(1943), Dal Dusters, Go Crazy
(Desolator, Dad Cat, Side Arns, Jinks,
Bedlam L shackled. 2 discs)
Gales, (Minter Edition); Hotshot;
Italy 1990; Living Daylights, The.
(James Bond 007); Match Day II; Mini
Office 11; Nuclear Defence; Pyradev;
Spitting Image; Subterranean Striker;
Tetris; Trivial Pursuit; Trivial
Pursuit - A New Beginning; 450ccer
Simulators (11-A-Side Soccer, Indoor
Soccer, Soccer Skills I Street Soccer)

Postage extra and dependent on number
to be mailed

Please contact: Aubrey Sinden. -
Church Cottage, Drede, lye, East
Sussex TN31 6E.) - 01424 0820le

Ice Station Zero; Milk

FOR SALE

3" Discs at 00p each plus post and

packing. PLEASE CONTACT: Isobel Swade,
41 Vhitecross Road, Harrington,
Cheshire MAS lLR TEL: 01925-650724.

FOR SALE:

NigelMells has load and loads of
items for sale including harduare,
software, games and books if your
looking for anything give ha a try,
hopefully next month we will have a

complete list. PLEASE CONTACT Migel
Mells on 01704—211734 evenings.

IAITEO

Julian Eyears wants : Software Manual
No 967 or 960 for CPC 6120 alsoa
Hardware Program to calculate
scientific numerals it such athing
exits.

PLEASE CONTACT: Julian at Flat 3, 1120

Drixton Road, London Sill 1AM TEL:

0101-674-1405 evenings.

PHILIP DiRICNLEAU IAMIS

...Sone well defined sanity.
...M way of filling up these little
hits at the hotton of a page when he

runs out of ways of nanaging it.
...h filing systen for ”CC! work
discs that actually works.
...Soneone to pay his [120 Telephone
hill.
...Locking up,
...Soneone to protect hin iron the
wrath of Angie when she reads this
little hit at the button of her page.
.. .Shooting.
...sone nore articles to put into the
pages of h’ht‘t‘l.

...to go to had and sleep through the
winter and wake up when it gets a lot
warning that it is now.
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Software 8'Bii Printer PortL
39 James Coupe

You want an 17 bit printer port, you’ve decided that. Ilowever, all you want it for
is to do some spanoly box graphics, in Protert,11‘lre you see round the headers In
traced. "Surely," thinks you, "I don’t have to spend all that honey on one of
Angela Cook's wonderful 3 bit ports, Can’t I do it any bore easily?" As a batter
of fact, you can.

LEGAL SIUFF

Philip tells me that it is legal to
use the assembly listing in this
article because it is from ACU (July
1991) and a court ruling in 1989 says
its Pl]. however, if, in the coming
months, you see "ACO sues HACCI”

splashed over the headlines of The Sun

then you‘ll know who to blame.

50 H0! DOES II IORK THEN?

Basically, without getting into all
the technicalities a printer has got
codes which tell it to set the Most
Significant Bit. This basically adds
128 to all the numbers you send so
instead of getting CHk$(32) you get
CHRSUGD). What this program does is
intercepts the printer routine, checks
to see if the nulber is above 128 and,
if so, sends the necessary codes to
turn it on and off.
one problem of this method is that

you have to use IBM Character Set 12.
Select this with )OC 2'! 116 19 27 55.
Should work, but check your manual if
it doesn't.

SO lHAT DO IE HAVE l0 D0?

Asselble the machine code and save it
to disc. Then type in the BASIC loader
which sets up the function pad as
follows:

11 11 19 l14 15 11 E

I 1

11 12 13 _
11 . y =

Everytime you run Protert, use the
BASIC loader. Also, you‘ll have to
load a different printer driver.
Unfortunately, ASCII characters above
128 aren't standardised so use the
translation table below.

02 2031
2111 12111 e 2

I1111111 1112111
= 115 r 201 115115

You’ll have to have run the BASIC

program first so that you have the box
characters available on the keys for
the Redefine Characters section of
Protert.

IHAT ROI?

Yell, that should be it. If you
haven't got an assembler, consider
buying the wonderful Maxam or Hanan
1.5 from Yacco or Comsoft (that's all
the Comsoft products free, eh Briani).
Alternatively, there have been
assemblers on AA covertapes and there
is one in the Homegrown Library
(ProtoJ. To be honest, though, you’re
better off with dam.
The assembly listing is written for

Aaram anyway. You might need, with
other asselblers, to split the lines
with double commands omto separate
lines.

THE END

Well, almost. Next time you phone
Philip though, ask him about him,
Michaela, the fish and the Snickers
bar. You probably won't read this
though anyway. «Pardon? -Philip>)

The only problem with this I know of
is that it won't work with Promerge
Plus. According to Philip Promerge
Plus messes up the vectors. lfyou
want Bor Hode, do it in lromerge Plus,
then turn off Prolerge and print it
from Protext only. It you want bor
characters in Iail merging then you're

stuck.
Anyway, if you need help write to he

at: James Coupe, 21 Victoria Road,
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, 972
131 or phone (0121) - 355 - 1001 (1 pl
till 9pm only please).

10 :IIOKBYS

20 RAM Box Character Definer
30 BEN For Protext
40 KEY 135,ChR$(150]:KBY 136,CIIR$(158)
50 KEY 137,CHBI(156):KBY 132,Clik$(151)
60 KEY 133,CBA$(159):KCY 134,CHR$(157)
10 KEY 129,CHR$(111):kEY 130,CHRS(155)
801111 131,CHR$(153):AEY 128,CHR$(119)
90 KEY 138,CHR$(154)
100 MEMORY 39999
110 LOAD"tlbitacu.obj",40000
120 PDKE ABDFZ,110
130 POKE 1.110131%
110 :P

org 10000
write "Bbitacuobj"
push hl: push de :

sub 128: in I, loval
1d a, [pflagl : neg
jp nz,chout : ld a,1
1d (pflag),a : ld a,(escode)

push bc : push at

call psend : 1d a,(himark)
call psend : jp chout
lowal:
ld a,(pflag) : neg
jp z,chont : ld a,0
10(pf1ag),a 2 1d a,(escode)
call psend : ld a,(lomark)
call psend
chout:
pop at : call #0835

pop bc : pop de : pop bl : ret
psend:
push bc : push af
cloop:
call #0835 : jp nc,cloop
pop at : pop bc

ret
pflag ds 1

himark db 62.
lomark do 61

escode db 27

((Iley, cool, a blank line.»
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GPAINTQ REVENGE
By Richard Fairhursf

art has had many wonderful effects on the f’l’f’ world. Ilot only does it late
writers for other fanaines feel happy to he as self-referential as they like, it
also neans that they 're increasingly wary about putting their nanes to articles.
Seeningly, the anonymous author of the hatchet—job on GPaint (”CH 10/) is
running scared of a lift savaging (hello, Jonty). which is fair enough, since - as
any fule lino - Mint is a dann fine program.

KNOI YOUR LIIIIATIOHS
It was Peter Creosote who coined the
phrase 'tectonically slow' when

describing program speed. Art Studio
is well—programmed and rotates areas
in a fraction of a second, just like
Stop Press. However, its human

interface design is so brain-dead that
anything other than the simplest
operation requires endless trips to
the menu bar, attempt upon attempt to
select the right area of the screen
because the pointer is less precise
than a crosshair.
Sure, it's easier if you have a

mouse. A.A.S.: £20. AHll House: £50.
Total cost of usable Art Studio: £70.
Cost of GPaint: approximately £2.
Let's face it, full-blown HIHPs don't
work on a CPC (especially not where
Horktop's concerned. Ahem).

mm is simply less hassle. If you
want to save the colours with your Art
Studio picture (so Peter Campbell can
change them), you have to create a

.PAL file. Cleverly, GPaint stores
colours in a few unused bytes in
screen memory, so, although it doesn‘t
take up any more memory or disc space
than a standard 17k file, the
information is invisibly preserved for
when you next load the program.
GPaint's ingenious 'Load section'
option also removes the need for .HIH

files - and, believe you me, the .HIH

file format is deeply perverse.
Horeover, GPaint's text handling is

Inch better than Art Studio's. Instead
of just offering standard 818 fonts,
you can use full-size, proportional
efforts - several of which are
supplied, as is an easy-to-use font
editor. In combination with the C key

shortcut (for changing colour], you
can create impressive shadow and
outline text effects easily. Key

shortcuts are a GPaint strong point:
the H key, which 'restarts‘ the
currently selected operation, can
speed up painting no end.

To be honest, it's hard to respect a

program like AAS whose coder hasn't
even figured out how to change the
start address in the file header — I
lose count of the number of times I've
tried to load a screen only to be told
‘Hemory full‘, a telltale sign of
something saved with Art Studio - or
that putting CALL 0 as an intrinsic
part of your copy protection without
restoring the lower jumpblock makes

getting around the password entry
rather easy (simply PDHE 0,lC9 before
running). GPaint isn't perfect either.
It doesn‘t offer all the whizzy
features of Art Studio, the pointer is
still far too slow and the chunky
icons don't do it any favours. But,
first and foremost, it's a usable
package - and one which doesn't stint
on essentials like enlarge/reduce,
rotate, undo, and the like.

FIRST HLOOD, PART 11

Some people actually like unwieldy
feature—bloated software, one of the
reasons why Microsoft Office is the
world's best-selling application
suite. If that sounds like you, you

might be placated by mint 2 — a half
way house between mm and A.A.S.
Although its official name is in

fact 'G's Halprogramm' Version 2, it
was written by the same bloke and

possesses many of the same features.m

However... it's quicker: the pointer
can be accelerated by pressing SHIPT,

while the separate icon screen simply
requires one keypress to move from

option to option. It's more flexible:
you can select from seven brush
shapes, any number of 'pen patterns',
and several line thicknesses. It's
more powerful: there's a clever
‘filled polygon' option, non-
proportional enlarge/reduce, and sole
really nice skew/curve effects. Hven

file handling has been beefed up, with
built-in screen compression.
Hhat‘s more, GPaint 2 is still 64k-

compatible - although those without
the extra memory will find that their
disc drive whirrs a bit more
frequently as bits of code are swapped
in and out of RAH. i‘ret not, for it‘s
nowhere near as bad as Stop Pres.
Being not quite of sound mind, I

actually prefer the original: flipping
between an icon page and the picture
smacks of Degas (horrible 5'! art
package), and it all feels a bit too
bulky for me. For most people, though,
GPaint 2 should be a winner. I'll get
around to translating it one day...

SOUL OF A ROBOT

Until PowerPage came along, GPaint was

Robot PD‘s biggest seller - it was

probably the best-known of the
'Imported and translated by...‘
programs — and I've used it for HOPE 1

artwork ever since. MODE 0 artwork
blows chunks and I invariably leave it
to someone who can actually draw (hi
Hatzy), and as for drawing in MODE 2

- well, you‘ve probably guessed...

THE IDIIAI.

GPaint is better than Advanced Art

Studio, PowerPage 128 widdles over
Stop Press, a centuries-old folksong
is better than the Spice Girls'
latest, HTL rules ok, the Public
Domain is basically twiffic and anyone
knocking Chief is in trouble.
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Chess (Battle of the Masters)
By Peter Rogerson

It ’s rare for gases to be reviewed on these pages, but there ’5 no real harn in it
and I ’ve just got any hands on [our chess gases with orders to evaluate and judge
then. What an idea. A review of a genre,
that idea —Phi1ip))

OPENING GAIBII
First of all, what genre does a chess
game fall into? Is it a simulator? Not
really - the screen merely substitutes
for the board and pieces and the
computer for your oponent. The only
reason why the programs I'm about to
discuss are under the banner of games
is because chess is and always was a

game, and the fact that it‘s on a

computer doesn't really make a blind
bit of difference.

THE PLAYERS

The four games are,
order, Cyrus 11, Colossus 4,
Superchess and Masterchess. They're
all from the aid-eighties and fall
into two distinct categories, though
in the end of the day they all
replicatea chess board and present
the player with pseudo-intelligent
opposition.
Superchess and Masterchess are very

similar, both using the right half of
the screen for a two-dimensional
display of the board and pieces, and
the rest to record the last dozen
moves. If you want an easy-to-see
board and aren‘t bothered about any
frills then these prograls are both
perfectly acceptable. They play the
gale well (better than we, I'm

beginning to believe they cheat) and

Superchess offers a choice of levels.
Level one beat me and I daren't even
look at the rest. It's humiliating
enough to be beaten by a silicon chip!
Movement of pieces is via the

keyboard, simple and effective as long
as you don't make a typing error!
There's nothing sophisticated about
these programs, but chess is cerebral
and any sophistication comes through
the intellect of the players.

in no particular

rather than a specific gale. I like

Colossust and Cyrus 11 are
different from the above in that they
both have 3-dimensional displays of
the chess board together with three-
dimensional pieces.

AISTRAD ACTION IIIE AGAIN

Colossus 4's main claim to fame is
that it was once on an hmstrad Action
covertape, so if the majority of non—

chess playing members have seen a

chess game the chances are it's this
one. Movement is via a cursor or typed
instructions, take your pick, and

tapping the space-bar reveals a screen
displaying recent moves as well as a

hind-blowing series of rapidly-
changing numbers which is supposed to
show Arnold's thinking processes. And

that's all. The game and recent moves
just like the two 2-dimensional games,
but a touch more realistic
graphically.

A HORSE OF A DIFFERENT COLOUR

Cyrus 11 is another animal altogether.
To start with, it needs any expansion
TOMS switching off before it'll load.
:ROHOTT suffices, thank goodness.
Cataloguing the disc reveals a 1k file
called disc and a mere 41k free. So

it's a hefty program. And loading it
shows why. The typical Amsoft screen
takes an age to appear even from disc,
then the game proper loads. The Iain
screen shows the three-dimensional
keyboard and some hefty looking
pieces. Pieces are moved via atiny
cursor in the inspired shape of an
arrow. lot when they move, boy don't
they move! Slowly, ponderously, as if
they were really heavy. Tapping the
space-board reveals a second screen
with so nany options it's hard to know

where to start. lThere's recent moves,

of course, all neatly displayed at the
top of the screen. Then there's an
option to choose the level (from quite
a few), go back as many moves as you
want, invert the board enabling you to
look at it from your opponants point
of view, hint on suitable moves, even
a variety of printing options
including continuous printing and a

simplified printed diagram of the
board. This is an all-singing, all-
dancing package if ever I saw one.
It‘ll even play a demonstration gane
for you, which probably provides it
with the only decent opposition it‘ll
find on Iy machine!

I0 PLAYIEST (on NOT)

I've not play-tested the games
particularly thoroughly because my

time's precious and anyway there's a

lilit to the number of times a bloke
can let himself be beaten before
getting peeved. (All these gales are
better players than me, be sure of
that).
I had planned to play the sane dozen

or so moves into each of the four
programs and see how they turned out,
but it didn't work because after three
or four moves you've got to respond to
what the computer does or be too silly
to be true, and that renders the rest
of the experieent impossible. I did
manage it with six fairly loony moves
and they all played pretty well the
same as each other, developing their
knights. Cyrus 11 Ianaged to Castle
it's king within those loves whilst
Hastercbess managed to sneak one of by
pawns, but at the price of developing
its more valuable pieces. here's the
chart:
«is a total aside here, I used

Peters roves nysel! and, oddly enough,
Superchess and Ilasterchess did the
sane thing, but Colossus and Cyrus
both played a different set of roves,
which took he a little by suprise.
Just thought I'd nentiou it -Philip))
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A FEI GOOD IAIIKS Basically, if you're not that
ME COLOS CYRUS MASTER SUPER If you're in need of a reasonable bothered and already have the Alstrad

chess gaie then I'll give then sole Action tape, Colossus 4's not a bad
marks as if I Has a professional gale, but if you want a package that

I2-h4 87-35 37-86 57-85 BB-Cs reviewer. here goes: does that little bit more yet still
plays a competent game of chess, then

82-113 01-115 FB-B4 D7-DS Gil-56 Cyrus 2's the one for you. I hope.

112-114 Ell-1'5 Bil-Cb I’ll-E7 D7-D5 SUPERCIIESS (Deep Thought) 70% Peter Rogerson
for lacci lovelber 1996

Cl-BZ Bil-C6 Gil-F6 B6-C6 CB-I’S MASTEICHBSS (Insoft) 75%

“fish“ uwmdlynmdtMtfi
E2-E3 G8—F6 CASTLE Elxhd 17-36 COLOSSUS 4 (CDS Software) 75% Insoft don't give a hoot about what

happens with their CFC interests, how

2-63 Fi-CS D7-D5 HI-GS 58-37 CYRUS ll (Ilsoft) 95% about putting Cyrus 11 into the HhCCl

PD library? It's too good a progral to
be allowed to just die out.

AMSTRAD 464/6128 AMSTRAD 464+l6128+IGX4000
Atnslrud (i'I’bS (hoe-II Screen Monitors...

Antslrud 464 New CircuitBondsCompl
Air-51ml 4M Pun/er (‘IunMm 5 (‘Inmcsmn Lax
Amstmd 6128 1’IIn/er(iun with 5 (fumes I)" 3"
ActionChm! Mode Bank (Carer [mes 17-511).

Amslrad l’rinlu lazulx464/6128 (34 may udgc
ocnlnvnics plug)
Amstrud 1 .1’1 1,iglIt Pen tor tiit:4M tiridCinimlc SDIIWntL

Antsinul 464
Part I.
Part 2.
Amslmd
Amstmd 4M Dust Cm-er-Colnu
Amsuad (-128 DustCmtr-Colour
Alnstmd 0128 Dust Cover—Mono .

Amslmd Acliun Maya/int: Bindcm (Holds 12 copies AA.
Amstmd-Tltc Advanced()CP An Studio-612
Amslntd 3" 1"x Snitwarc Disks -l’:tuk Inf Ii).
"three inch "curl Cleaning kits"
nine inchmindilinnul disc d1‘i\‘¢s(JO ys

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN: CHEQUESNISA/ACCESS/PO’S

TRADING POST
VICTORIA ROAD, SHIFNAL, SHROPSHIRETF1] 8AF

‘—IROCCSS I

£35.00 Amslrad “fit/6128' Innnual

£9.99 Amumdtwncummntmu
£9.99 Spectrums).

1199‘)

‘33 AMSTRAD GAMES CARTS
£9.99 FOR THE 6128+l464+lGX4000
12‘)!»
(6.99 [739
L699 £7.99
£6.99 new
[76.99 £7.99
124.99 £7.90
£12.99 £7.99
£15.00 £7.99
£4.99 £7.99

£32.50 ,. £7.99
Pang £799
Ahave Cartridges are unbaxed without instructions

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, PACKING ETC.

TEL/FAX (01952) 462135

new Amslmd «128i Mam KcybnnrdMembiunc

£14.99 Armand MMIZ Stereo thoMinutnrs(464 I/6128t
£9 99 AmstrnIl4M Cam-purer with $4chMann M l

£9.99 Ainslmd 464 t 6228' Printer kads ........
[A99 Amstmd J" For. Sum-um Disks ...(1‘nck

Ainslrud lAmMin‘RubbwCnnrid

1.14.99
“2.99

ull 11 Bit Computers excluding
£5.00
1.30.00
£65.99
£9.99
£10.00
[.1 5.00

—1m
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PowerPage 128 Explained
Part Two with Malcolm Brabbin

last north sav tile first part of the nannotn inerPage tutorial wnioli I hope you
nor/red and inwardly digested, and are now eagerly awaiting tde second instalnent
of this learned saga on the joys of MP. Nere then is the rest of it for your
continued enjoynent and (hopefully) edifieation.

TIPORTTNG SCREENS

Run PowerPage and access the FILE nenu
as explained earlier, Highlight LORD

and press [COPY] and select the LOAD

SCREEN option. Place the disc with
your screen in the drive and input the
name of the screen. You will find that
your screen is ilported into the
PowerPage working screen. Re will now
draw a box around the part of the
screen which we wish to save as clip
art so love the cursor to the bottom
left hand corner of the area to be
saved. Press [SHIFT-COPY] and with the
cursors draw a box around the area to
be saved. DO ROY press [SHIFT-COPY]

again but use [CONTROL] and cursor
keys and access the file nenu and

press [COPY]. Highlight SAVE and when

asked choose the CLIP ART option.
Place the disc on which you wish to
save your clip art into the drive and

input the care you wish to save your
clip art under. Renelber that if you
don't specify an extension it will be
given the CUT one. If you are loading
a games screen the sale rules still
apply. I an lucky enough to have a

DART SCANNER so nest of my clip art is
‘nicked' tron Iagazines and

newspapers.

GETTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Re are now going to put all we have
learned into practice and put a page
together and print it out.
Using what we have learned put a

headline on the top of the page. You

should now have a piece of clip art
saved onto disc so put that somewhere
onto the page. Using the SETTINGS nenu
set AllTOFLOl to 8 so that the text you
put onto the screen will flow around
the graphics and then go to the TEXT

LAYORT menu and as before layout your

text file into to coluwns below the
headline. Don't forget before doing
this to place a line at the botton of
the page to stop the text going too
far. All being well you should now

have a page with a headline, a piece
of clip art and two colunns of text.
All that reuains to do now is to
renove the line at the bottou of the
page and print the page.
To remove the line place the cursor

at the left hand side of the page and

just above the line and press [SHIFT
and COPY]. Expand the rectangle so
that it is on the right hand side of
the page and just below the line to be

cleared. DO NOT press [CONTROL and
COPY] again but using the [CONTROL]

and cursor keys. highlight the BLOCK

nenu and press [COPY]. Access the
CLEAR BLOCK option and the line will
vanish. Re are now ready to print.

PRINTING

Access the SETTINGS nenu and choose
the PRINT QUALITY. You will see a

range of nulbers. These are frow 1 to
B. 1 is draft quality and his the
sort of print out that the Tines would
be happy with. Bare in wind that the
higher the quality the longer the
print out takes. If you choose 8 you
have the chance to nip down to the pub
for a couple of pints while it is
printing.
Access the page menu and choose

either A5 print out or A4 print out
and press [COPY]. Using the T5 option
it is possible by folding an it sheet
of paper in half to produce a booklet
by printing on alternative sides of
the paper. It is advisable to place a

blank sheet of paper in between the
sheets otherwise the hamlering of the
pins ends act on the page already

printed in the sane way that carbon
paper does. Use the file nenu with the
save page option to save the page.

You can of course ignore the above,
set the margin, choose text layout and
instead of pressing [COPY] a second
time just type the text you want
directly onto the page. With JUSTIFY

and AUTOFLOI set this will also flow
text round the graphics. However if
your spelling is anything like nine it
is far better to save your text as a

text file and inport it into the page
as the text file can be spell checked
before you start.
Basically that is it so we will now

go through all the nenus and key

presses one at a tine and also explain
the utilities that you will find on
the disc.

KEV PRESSES

For this section I an going to copy
Richard Tairhurst's text iron the PP

disc as this explains things far
better than I can.
CTRL-DEL: is the "Undo" function. This
renoves any changes nade to the page
since the last nenu selection. Note
that the area restored is only that
visible on the screen. There is no way
of undoing "ilndo" itself, so be
careful!
CTRL—X: selects the "Text style"
feature, which will be explained
later.
CTRL—Z: enters zoom node, where each

pixel is displayed greatly enlarged.
You can nove around, as usual, with
cursor keys: COPY inverts the pixel
under the cursor. CTRL-COPY exits. You

can move off the sides of the screen
if you wish to noon in on a nearby
area of the page.
Your keys are available for quick

novement around the page. CTRL-U moves
up 24 lines (192 pixels), whereas
CTRL-D moves down 24 lines. CTRL—T

moves to the top of the page, and
CTRL-B to the bottom.
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cm L UP CURSOR brings up the
margin facility and when set COPY

returns you to the PP work screen.
We will now turn our attention to

the various lenus. Ehere Richard
explains it better than I can I will
use his text file.

SETTINGS

These are:-
TEXT STYLE: already discussed giving
you the option of BOLD, TNIN, ITALIC

and UNOERLINE. This option is also
accessed by [CONTROL/X)

SPACIRG: gives you two options.
Spacing between lines and spacing
between paragraphs. The nornal line
spacing is '8' but 9 gives inpressive
results. Normally the width of a text
line is left between paragraphs but
this can be increased or reduced. I
have found that when producing
financial reports the nornal line
spacing does lake reading an A5 report
very difficult. The answer to this is
to produce the docunent on a word

processor and leave a blank line
between each line of figures. Ilport
this into PP with a reduced paragraph
spacing. PP treats each new line after
a blank line as a new paragraph and
the results are far more readable.
AUTOFLOI: already discussed, is the
alount of space left between text and
graphics in TEAT LAYOUT node.
TEXT SIZE: already discussed, is the
size of the text on screen.
NEAOLINE SIZE: as text size but applies
to the headline font.
FLOI CONTROL is the way the text is
displayed on the page. One very useful
hint concerning the production of
posters is to choose CENTRE, then
choose HEADLINE LAYOUT and type your
wording straight onto the screen.
Everything is centred down the page
and gives a really neat looking
poster. You can print the poster on an
A4 page with a high print quality,
take the result to your local copy
shop and have it enlarged to A3 size.
The results are pretty inpressive.
JUSTIFY STYLE: gives you the option of
word or letter justify.
FILL PATTERN: choose the pattern for
the fill option.
NORIIAL/IRVERSE:

text.
GRAPHICS IOOE: This lets you select
the current graphics node from Nornal

nornal or inverse

(default), XOR (instead of pixels
being plotted as usual, the current
pixel is inverted), AND (fairly
useless), and on (which is useful it
you do not want text to overwrite
graphics currently on the page),
PRINT OUALTTY: is the quality of the
print out where the higher the value
the better the quality of printing.

THE FILE IERU.

Richard explains this far better than
I can so these are his words.

As most of these options require you
to input a filenale, an explanation of
how PowerPage 128 file reguesters work
is probably useful. You will need to
type in a filenale using nornal
alphanuneric keys and ENTER/RETURN to
end: sinply pressing ENTER or RETURN,

without typing in a filenale, will
exit.
If you do not add a file extension

yourself, the default one (which
varies frol option to option) will be
added. You are recolnended to stick to
the default extensions so as to ensure
clarity and colpatibility with other
PowerPage users.
In the case of the file already

existing, you will be asked if you
wish to overwrite the existing file:
confirx with Y or abort with R. A

backup file will still be Iade
(extension .RAA).

SAVE

This brings up a nenu asking what you
want to be saved: the whole page
(default extension .PP), the current
screen on display (.SCR), clip art
(.CUT), the standard 8x8 font (.CHR),
albxlb headline font (.HIT), fill
patterns (.PAT), or the current
settings (.SET).
Raving selected an option, a file

requester will appear, at which you
should type in the filenane you want
to save the file under.
Note that clip art can only be saved

if you have currently selected an area
of the screen (as used in the Block
nenu operations). If no area is
selected, the progran will "beep" as
an error.
It is possible to save fonts and

settings to a PowerPage 128 work disc,
if you have one, which will be loaded
autonatically on booting PowerPage
128. These should be ualed
'DEFAULTS.$ET', /.CHN, and /.FNT'

[OAD

Again, a sub-nenu will appear, which
allows you to load a page, screen,
clip art, RxB font, 16x16 headline
font, fill patterns, or settings: the
appropriate file requester will be
displayed after you have selected an
option.
If you want to load a PowerPage 64

(TU-line) page, select 'PACE', and add
the extension .PPO ~ this only applies
to those pages using the most recent
PowerPage 64 compression Iethod.
(Pages not using this Iethod should be
loaded into a copy of PowerPage 64,
v1.32, and resaved.)
Nhen clip art is loaded, a rectangle

will appear on the screen, which
indicates the position of the clip
art: it can then be noved about until
you have selected the correct
position, at which point pressing COPY

will place it on-screen.

EDIT
A sub-nenu will appear, from which you

can choose 'UxU FONT', 'Tsxlb FONT' or
'PATTERIS'. Once one is selected, you

can edit the appropriate tout or set
of fill patterns.

Use the cursor keys to nove about
the grid, and COPY to change the
colour of the elenent under the
cursor. SHIPT with cursor keys will
love between characters and fill
patterns (or CTRL loves eight at a

tine). Then you have finished editing,
press ENTER to exit this node.

ERASE

This allows you to erase files iron
the current drive. Nildcards - 7 and t
- are accepted. You will not be asked
for confirmation before files are
deleted!

CATALOGUE

This displays a catalogue of the
current drive on the screen. PowerPage
64 users will be pleased to know that
this now occupies the whole screen,
not just the botton line!

ACCESS

A sub-nenu of 'URIYE' and 'USER' will
appear. Selecting the first one lets
you choose the disc drive that file
operations will access: A:, E2, C: or
D: (for colpatibility with RAN-drives
and hard discs). As usual, use cursor
left and right, with COPY to select.
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Selecting 'USER'

dialogue box, from
select which user area
disc to access.

brings up a

which you can
(ll-15) on the

I COIIIAHD

This option enables you to access any
command loaded in a sideways ROHI for
example, to access a :HELP command,

type 'HELP‘ at the : prompt. If the
command needs parameters, they need
not be comma-separated.
Using this option, you can perform

many operations, such as renaming
files. If the command generates any
output, you should press a key once it
has finished to enter another one.
When the 1 prompt appears, you can
simply press ENTER to leave f command

mode.

I have found that if you try to jump
into PARADOS with :DRIVE, there is
no way to get back into PowerPage.

THE PAGE lElltl
Once again explained in Richards words
PAGE IERU: The following options are
available:
UP: DOIH: TOP: BOTTOM: These provide
quick movement around the page and

duplicate the keys CTRL—U, CTRL-D,

MPH and CTRL-B.

PREVIEI: This provides a preview of
the page in reduced scale (one
sixteenth of the usual size), together
with a summary of certain important
settings.
CLEAR: This option allows you to
completely erase the page being worked
on. Rs 'UTIDO' does not go back from
this decision, you will be asked for
confirmation before this happens.
Select 'TES' or 'R0' by using cursor
left, cursor right and COPY.

A4 PRIRT: A5 PRIIII: These two options
print the page to an Epsom-compatible
printer. The A4 print option is 125%

larger than the standard A5 print-out,
which provides much better resolution
and is recommended for most instances.
The AA print is larger than the

standard at page, so if you intend to
use this option, you will need to
leave a small amount off the right-
hand edge of the page and a couple of
lines off the bottom to ensure that
everything is printed out.

THE BLOCK IEIIJ
A block must have been defined before
this menu is selected. This is done by

using cursor keys and SRIFT+COPI as if
you were to draw a rectangle, but
instead of fixing it with SHITT+COPI

again, select this menu. The following
options are then available:
FLIP: Y-FLIP: These flip the defined
area left-to-right and top-to-bottom
respectively.
REVERSE: IIPE: FILL: These reverse the
inks in the defined area; wipe it
clean; and fill it in solid ink
respectively.
COPY: Hhen this option has been

selected, the block will re-appear on
the screen, and can be moved to any
part of the page. Press COPY, and the
area originally enclosed by the block
will be copied to the new position.
A4 PRIHT: A5 PRIRT: These two options
print the block to an Epson-compatible
printer. The M print option is 125%

larger than the standard R5 print-out,
which provides much better resolution
and is recommended for most instances.

THE TEXT HERO

IARGIHS: As we have already covered
this option in the main body of the
article we'll move on.

TEXT LAYOUT

The following options
layout mode:

affect Text

Rutoflow
Line spacing
Paragraph spacing
Forward spacing
Flow control/Justify style
Load 3x8 font

> Set margins
> Text size
> Text style

)
>

)
)
)
)

HEADLINE LAYOUT

The following options affect Headline
layout mode:

> Autoflow
) Paragraph spacing
> Flow control/Justify style
) Headline size
) Load 16x16 font
) Set margins

GEIIERAL LAYOUT IODE

Layout starts at the vertical position
of the cursor when the option is
selected. Text will be displayed from

the left margin.
To enter text, type it into the line

at the foot of the screen (with bill to
delete the last character). It will be
laid out on the page when there is
enough for a whole line. Press ENTER

when you have finished a paragraph
(and RHTER again if you want to leave
a blank line). Extra spacing will be
added if you have selected this in the
'PARAGRAPH SPACIHG' setting.

To exit a layout mode, press TAR.

This has the same effect as pressing
BITTER, and then quits.
If you over-run the page, or (if

autoflow is selected) graphics prevent
the text being laid out anywhere, you
will he asked to reposition the cursor
on the page (using cursor keys as
usual).

To import text from an ASCII text
file, press COPY and input the
filename. You can also import directly
from a Protext file, in which case,
Protest bold, italic, and underline
control codes will be used. PowerPage
128 automatically detects which type
of file is being imported.

CTRL-R and CTRL-C, for graphic
characters, work as usual. CTRh-X {to
select text style) will cause a symbol
to appear, after which you should
press R, T, T or IT to toggle the
respective text style. Remember that
you may have already selected a text
style when you entered layout mode!

Although not the easiest thing to
get the hang of, layout mode enables
you to produce very professional-
looking pages and is recommended for
all pages with a large amount of text
on them.

AND FINALLY--

Hell that is basically it. If you need

any more help my phone number is on
the help line. Feel free to call me.

Perhaps if Philip is happy with this,
at some time in the future I will have
a go at writing a tutorial for the
Graphic Adventure Creator.

mm. Bra/Join
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AM I JINXED
Bu

Rag Powell

Is it nornai paranoia, or an 1 the only one in the universe that these things
happen to? hsuaIIy nothing serious, hut a lot of small annoyingly frequent
happenings that sake he think that the Great God of the (PC has it in [or to.
Everything that follows is true,

AND SO II BEGINS

It started from the the very first.
Forced into early retirement, I
decided that while my body may be

seizing up, there was no need for my

brain i?) to do the sane. So I bought
a very old 464, not knowing a thing
about computers, but I was hopeful of

learning. After all there was a manual
provided. I soon found that Iwould
need more help, so i looked for a

supporting magazine.

IHIHGS STARI T0 THIN uoww

Quite by accident I discovered Amstrad
Action (Issue 100, Probably the last
decent issue.) which from then on
dwindled away to nothing. (I have been
with WACCI for just a year now. Has

anyone noticed a thinning of the
Hagtl) «on you mean a thinning of
WW? hope, I haven't noticed it.
We’re still at the happy J] pages,
which we've been at for quite a long
tine now, ever since issue nunher 76.

”(CI wiii NEVER, whiJst I’m editor,
thin down it's page count vPhilip»

IHE IEIORY'S GOING AS WELL

I also discovered that several of the
free tapes would not work on my

machine but would on another 454! II'
had started. Realizing that mine was

an old machine, and seeing an advert
for new "Complete" circuit boards for
464s, I sent for one. When it arrived
all the memory chips were missing. Par
for the course I would say!!

THEN IHIIIGS JUST DOI'I IOIIK

leading in M. about something called
a Hultiface, without which no CPC was

complete, I bought one. Guess what? It
didn't work. Romantic Robot were very
good about it, and even though they
said it worked on the testbench they
did send me another. This time it
worked. After a while I was learning a

little and wanted an upgrade. So I

bought a 6128. This turned out to be a

Plus, although I had no idea what that
meant at the tine. I soon found out
about compatability. When I decided to
get a Hultiiace for the plus, Romantic
Robot informed me that they no longer
made them! (Although I think that it's
just that they remembered me from the
last time!!), so I still do not have
one.

IF AI FIRST YOU DON'T SUCSEED

I got a tape port kit from STS, fitted
it, and, what do you know, it didn't
work! Contacting Rob Scott we sorted
it out. While talking to Rob he
suggested that he may be able to
modify my Multiface to work with the
Plus. I shall never know if it is
possible because he and S'lS

disappeared almost immediately. Whilst
on the subject of 51's. I also bought
Soft-Lok. I never have got it to
transfer a tape to disc.

A REAL SUCKER FOR PUNISHHEIII
I now also have an ordinary 6128. Even

so it is surprising the number of

prograls that crash, lock up, are so
unfriendly that I give upon them, or
just don't work for me. These include
Powerpage 128, G.A.C. Printmaster,
B.'l'.h., Pagemake, C.P.H., etc.‘l‘hen
there are the questions to which there
seem to be no answers. For instance,
how do you get a stand alone screen
from Smartplus? Why do machine code

tutorials assume that you know it all
before you start? Why are Amstrad
manuals so vague? How did Philip talk
Richard into doing l‘air Comment?

SLIPPED DISCS AS lELl
The thing that got me started on this
tale of woe are the latest in a long
line of mini dramas. Getting the
dreaded "Disc missing" message, I

changed the drive belt on my 6128. l'm
now getting "Disc write protected"
messages. Something else to sort out!
Then after reading Philips glowing
review of a certain desirable item, I
decided to get one. Yes, that‘s
right, it didn't work.

Ray Powell
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Multiface Magic
By David O'Shea

So, now that you’ve recovered from pushing Protert around, you want to get the
host out of your hultir’ace? Well, no prodlen.’ Installing programs into it, so
that they run when you push the Wed button’ is both useful and easy to do!

ALL You NEED TO 00?

Basically, all you need to do is to
put the exec address of your routine
at 02000 (in the lil‘ ran), a suitable
value for screen node/ROM setting at
02002, ran bank number (ECO-007, etc)
in £2003 and the word "RUN” in 02005-
7. You can do this by hand, using the
Hultiface itself, but this is a bit
awkward if you want to put the actual
routine in the Multiface as well, to
avoid it being overwritten by other
programs. So what you need to know is
how to nap in and out the Multiface
th so that you can write a program to
put data into it automatically.
The excuse for a manual for the HF2

tells you that you need to do a quick:

Ll) BC,|FEEB:00T (C),C

to lap in the hilt. You try it and it
doesn't do much! Hell, what they fail
to tell you is that this OUT will only
replace the lower ml with the
hultiface ROM and RAM (0k of each]. So

what you need to do then is to turn on
the lower row. Since the hultiface Run

is now at l0000-02000, you need to
turn off interrupts, so that the
machine doesn't crash! You‘d think
they'd tell you these things, wouldn't
you? But then, I suppose a well
written nanual is too nuch to
expect....
Hhen that's done, you will have the

hot! at i0000-dil‘l‘ll and the llhh at
02000-t3FFl‘. You can use about the
first St or so of the RAM, as the rest
gets filled with ink values, systeu
variables, Cll'lC registers, etc.
what l have done is written a

program, which, when called by a very
quick

a$:"Flthllhl(E.Elli‘":cail “000,8at

will load "FILElthE.El‘l" into the
hultiface RAH, if it is visible, and
will poke the execute address and
other required bytes into the start of
the RAM for an automatic jump when you
press that red button! It just
couldn’t be easier!

I/
;; hultiface Install
;; By David O'Shea of The Firm

II
;; To use as is, assenble and then:

;; MEMORY 03F":LOAD"INSTALL.BIN",04000

;; F$:"filenane.ext":ChLL “000,0”

org £4000
urite"install.bin’1
nolist

,install
on 1 ;Test for one paran
ret nz ;Return if error
ld l,(ir) ;Get string pointer
ld h,(ix+l)
ld b,(hl)
inc hl
1d e,(hl)
inc hl
1d d,(hl)
er de,hl
ld de,buffer
call hbcll
jp nc,error ;Error?
1d (start),de ;Store start address
ld hl,04000 ;Hax len : (04000-start)
or a
she h1,de

;Get length

;and address

;Open file

ld (length),hl ;Store it
in h1,buffer
call lchl ;Load file
jp nc,error ;llrror?
call lbcla ;Close file

jp nc,error ;Error?

di ;Prevent crash
ld a,[&0000) ;Get contents of 00000
ld 1,a
ld bc,t7f89 ;liap in ltultiface

out (c),c
ld bc,&fee0
out (c),c

1d a,(&0000) ;new contents of 00000
1d bc,&feea ;Map out Multiface
out (c),c
ld be,&1f8d
out (c),c
cp 1 ;Conpare two contents of 0.0000

jp z,invis ;If sane,lt.l? not present
ld h1,text ;0therwise,

;tell user code will he

;installed
call print

ld he,h7f09 ;Map in Hultiface
out (c),c
ld hc,lfee0
out (c),c
1d hi,(start)
ld (azono),ni

;Get start address
;Store in HF as
; Jump address
;Upper ROM off,

;Lower ROM off, 000): 1

id a,%10001101

ld (02002),a
ld a,&CO ;th bank of routine

;(change if desired)
In (02003),a
ld a,"R" ;huto-run routine when

;llEll button is pressed
ld (l2005),a
1d Linn
ld (02006),a
1d Lulu
ld (h2007),a
1d hl,bufter ;Copy routine into

;ar nan
ld de,(start)
ld bc,(length)
ldir
ld bc,tfeea
out (c),c
1d bc,l7f0d
out (c),c

;Map out ltl’
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ei ;Interrupts on again
ret ;Done!

.invis 1d hl,oops
;Tell user HF not found

call print
ei
ret

.error id bi,filer
;l’ile error

.print 1d a,(hl)
;Standard print routine

or a

ret 2

inc hl
call lbbSa
jr print

.text text "Hultiface present,
installing code..",13,10,0

.oops text "Multiface not found.
If it is connected, ”

text "please make sure it is visible"
,13,10,0

.filer text "File error!",l3,10,0

.start word 0

.length word 0

.buffer equ S

That was a fair chunk of assembler,
but it will certainly be worth your
while, as it is easy to use, and can
show you how to do it yourself. Feel
free to modify the code, as that's
what this article is about!

how, say you want to install a

routine which copies the standard 64K

into the extra 64K. Hell, the best
place to put your code is probably
2.2008, just after the julp data, as
this gives the most space to play
with. (It good idea is to save all
source with .ASH extension and the

generated code with .Hl‘ extension. You

can then have a program which loads
the install code and does a
:DIR,“’.HF" and installs the program
selected.)

;; Program : BACKCOPYJF

;; Purpose : Copy first 6“ RAM

;; contents to second 64K nan bank

;; Use : Install into Hultiface RAH

;; and use to grab games etc.

org 02000
write"backcopy.mf"
nolist

ld bc,&7fc6:out (c),c ;Select bank 3

1d h1,&0000:1d de,&4000 ;Copy 08000
; -> “000

1d bc,04000:ldir
ld bc,&7fc7:out (c),c ;Select banki
1d h1,ic000:1dde,04000 ;Copy 00000

; -) (4000
1d bc,&4000:ldir
1d bc,&7fc0:out (c),c ;Select bank 0

1d h1,&4000:ld de,&c000 ;Copy £4000
; -> 00000

id bc,04000:1dir
ld bc,&7fc5:out (c),c ;Select bank 2

id hl,&c000:1d de,naooo ;Copy acooo
; -> “000

1d bc,&4000:ldir
ld bc,t.'lfcd:out (c),c ;Select bank 1

1d bl,prog:ld de,&0000 ;Copy rest of
; progran

1d bc,fin-prog:ldir ;to 08000

jp 08000

.prog 1d bc,&feea:out (c),c
;Hultiface off

1d bc,l7de:out (c),c
;Lower ROM off

1d hl,&0000:ld de,&4000
;Copy 00000 -) £4000

id bc,t4000:1dir
ld bc,07fc0:out (c),c

;Select bank 0

Id bc,&7f09:out (c),c
;Lower ROH on

rst 0

;Reset

.fin son 5

Since this routine messes up the
memory, it can't return and has to
reset instead. This means that the
Multiface is inactive and will not
respond to a press of the button until
it is reset either by turning of the
CPC or by pressing the hultiface RESET

button. If your routine doesn't
corrupt anything, you can return to
the original program with a simple thl'
and the Hultiface will work again
without a reset.

To regain the normal Hultiface menu,
hold any key when pressing the red
button.

One thing to remember when writing
routines is that to use and system
calls, etc., you need to map out the
Huitiface - just remember not to have

your program running in it at the
time! What you can do is copy a bit of
CPC RAH into the Hnltiface RAM, copy
your routine to CPC RAH, run it and
fix things back up as they were before
returning. Or you could put the main

part of your routine in extra RAM and

just put a short routine to call it in
the Multiface RAM.

Well, that‘s about all you need to
know. If you have any questions, you

can email me at koshea!indigo.ie or
950596950csnovell.ucc.ie or you can
write to Ie:

David O'Shea,
23 Hillcrest,
Carrigaline,
Co. Cork,
Ireland.
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The ITGA Interview
This month it's Peter Campbell

Peter Campbell is a very well-known man. he ls no stranger to members as he has
been in and around I/AC'CI for a long time.
meeting Peter, probably at the conventions.

Plany members have had the pleasure of
They will know that he is witty,

knowledgeable, frank and can be almost as chatty as me ((Ilot posslhle» Philip».

COISOFT CORRER

Peter is a great supporter of the CPC.
A lot of his backing is channelled
through Comsoft, Peter‘s own company.
Some of the more recent ComSoft

releases include the revolutionary
Rark II Rombor, reviewed in issue 100,
and many of the hrnor and Goldlark
products that have become available
once acre. The surprises never seen to
stop because by the time you read
this, Protert PC should again be
available. This will hopefully forge
the way forward for more advancements
in the future.

uccr) How do you cope with women

fainting at your feet, with reference
to your "lovely accent"?

Peter) I pick them up and then offer
the: a 10% discount on ComSoft
products.

I) Do you have another job or does
ConSoft take up enough of your time?

P) I'm a Customer Services officer
with Glasgow City Council,

I) Do you subscribe to any other CPC

magazines?

P) The United hmstrad User group's
nagazine, CPC User.

I) You've been involved with RACCI for
a very long time, what motivated you
to originally subscribe to the
magazine and then offer your services
on the help line?

P) Firstly the humour and technical
information. Secondly, because so many

people had helped me that I wanted to
contribute something back.

I) How long has ComSoft been
established and why did you originally
attempt this successful venture?

P) ComSoft has been established for
four years and originally started
because of my dissatisfaction with the
original hicroUesign. I contacted Jess
harpur and HicroDesign Plus was born.
It was our first commercial product.

I) Why did you change the name of
CampurSoft to ConSoft?

P) Ask my accountant.

l) “CCU is a partnership comprising
Brian Watson and yourself which owns
the copyrights of all the 8 bit
computer versions of the programs
formerly sold by Arnor. How has
working with UACCO benefited both the
CPC and ComSoft?

P) (h) The continued availability of
quality hrnor products. (B) Dosh.

I) How long did it take to produce the
Mark II Ronbor, from design stage
through to production? it any point
did the idea of abandoning the project
as too expensive or possibly not
enough user support enter your mind?

P) About two months. lo, we never
thought of abandoning it.

I) Judging on the response from
ConSoft's own Rolbores, would you ever
consider producing another piece of
hardware at all?

P) Yes, if it was something cheap
enough for us to produce.

I) Are there any other products set
for future release through ComSoft
that you can reveal here and now?

P) Possibly DesTert on ROM.

l) The question on everybody's lips,
do you envisage ComSoft ever producing
a hard drive for the CPC?

P) lot now.

I) Do you program at all, or are you
simply the business brain behind the
technical brawn?

P) It's more complex than that. No, I

don’t program, but I know a good
program when I see one, I'm familiar
with Amiga‘s, PC‘s and IBM Mainframes.
Development is a three way process
between the original programmer, Jess
and myself

I) Uhat would be your ultimate CPC set
up in terms of both hard and software?

P) h 6128 Plus, 3.5" drive and ConSoft
HKII Rombox. I have two of these
systems.

I) In those early days, did you ever
possibly imagine that RACCI would see
issue 100'!

P) I hoped it would.

ANOTHER MONTH ANOTHER OUIRO

Thanks for taking time out Peter and
we all hope ComSoft carries on
supplying excellent quality products
for many years. I'll keep you all in
suspense as to who will be gracing the
pages next nOnth. Keep well and happy.

Angela,
Keeping happy.
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HAWARDEN

Flintshire
CH5 3JA

Cheques payable to
WACCI please.
SAE needed for receipt.

Once more unto the breach dear friends, once more ..... The end is near



"I“ SOFTWARE - HARDWARE - DESIGN

Telephone/Fax: Ol4l 554 4735

camsDFL Email: cam1@cix.compulink.co.uk
I ”II l0McIntoshCit,Wellpark, Glasgow, G3] 2HW. Scotland. U.K.

NIRVANA » RUM based file rind disc manage-null suite. mum include. Disc copy. disc formal. lite com. unwise, change tile
:iltnbules automatic catalogue of drive A and easy to use menu system Suikihle for lvlo drive machines. l’lmse note that Nirvana will
on|_\ rwogn ' data and system formal d in drive ll LIS ()0

Miann'pPb - Main driwn l)'l'l’ pagemwsing mckage. Two dis-us and two manuals. High quality print output For all Amsmid
(‘I’C disc machineswith 128k, [29 ‘1‘)

MicroDuigi Extra > Disc of clipan for use with Miemlksign l'lus Consists of large headline fonts. musical notation symbols,
"W“‘Chafl symbolsetc. R( IMHOS l)2(l formal £13 9‘) or 3" disc “4.99

"wMapx libraries FarMicrolksign Plus.
a) Map! Of The Brfl'ull liles ‘(teen lli-Rcs (25“: Strip formal) rruips of the coastline. motorways, counties and towns of the UK
ROWXIS [)20 formal - “2.99 or 3' forum” 2dism’lALl43‘)
h)Wot” Mlpl — l’iflwn Iii-Rm maps (if/\merial.Europe,Asia etc. R( )MIX IS ”20 Iomuil - “2.99 (it 3" format - Ll 3.99

Page Pr'nler - 24 pin lllld ink Jet punter dnver for MieroDesignPlus, Easy to use - good quality pnnl mils L") 99

DES » 'Ihe Desklop Iinvimnmenl Sy 1n - Sophisliariod CI’C graphical user interface. based on :in Apple Maclnlosh style WIMP
envminmenl. For all CI’C disc machines. Disc - [l4 9‘) ROMS (2) - £24.99

I'll - PC to CI’C transferprogram, runs underCI’M. Allows the user to swupbetween (i PC and the UPC usingan iiilerehuugiuible
disc format, For II" Armand CI’L‘ (IISI;mnchmesWith l28k running under CI’MI. Ll‘),‘)‘)

PnnDM - Superb Disc ()[xmiliugSystem for useWith large format 3.5" B (lnves Compatible with rind superior to R( )MIX)S. 'lhis is

the only DOS ROM which should be insertul in ROM slot seven thereby freeing un extra slol for more sotlwure. “4,99

'llie Buic Ide- < Quility Basic tuloniilmined til "I: oompennil ”(ISACprogrammer Consists Uffl 42 page II'IIHImI and disc ofcxiimple
programsiillu‘)

Xuor - Sophisficaleddisc backup utility. capable ofbacking up almost all protectedCI’C discs [I4 9‘)

SelbLoltV2.3 » Cmnfiehensive tape lo disc utility. designed lo lmrist'er smallock protected{wines to disc L I499

ConlSofl Ila-box - Cased 8 socket Roinlxixcxpflndililc to lo wickets. Ideal for DIES. l’arulhis, l’mlexl ele. LIS + £2 [Xislllge

T'III',‘PROTEW'SI FITI'I Themost .ruphixtimlerlwanlprocmxmx {Vsk’m i-wr rlrm'lolx'dfor Ihi- IlIIISIIYkI l 'I’( ‘

corn/rulerrange. Rival:
I6 bit wordprot‘exsarx in Pure ofuxe and range qffeumrex.

PRmEXT - The number one wordpnmsor for AmstradL‘I’t‘ computers Failures include His! last eililing. insert/overwritemodes.
full text formuling. blod; functions.on screen help rind printer control mam, DISC — 1.15.99 R( )M ~ £2201)

PROSPELL - Adwinwd spell checker I'or I’RO'l‘l-IX'I' Features include.Mussive 12,000worddietiomin'.min clieek up to 2000 words
per minule. build/editllisldictioruir)‘. unlimited dictionarysin: rind word search/aruigmmfeature Will also check files from other word
processors DISC ’ L” 9‘) RUM - fill .00

PROMERCE PLUS - 'l‘hemrnplete mull merge Lind utilitymigrum for PRO'I'I'IXI‘. Features include: Comprehensivemail merge
function,auto reformat-rig of lexl & selectiveprinting ROM versionalso allows for two file editing& backgroundprinting as well as
column work. DISC - “4.99 ROM - [2| 00

PROPRIN'I‘ - PRU'I'IEXI' print enhancementpiogmm. Features include: Multiple foan within one doeunumt. ll'IIpOfl of fonts from
otherCI’C programs. 9 and 24[ l pm printerdrivers and an integrul font designer for creationof new fonts/«filing ofuiiporlul fonts.
DISC - [l4 9‘} ROM - [ZIDO

DESTEXT - PowerfulDES utility enabling ownersofDES and l’RO‘IIiX'I' on Rt tM to use the l S griipliical inlerlime wrthin I’rolexl
Failures include: UniqueWYSIWYGscreen primingoptimi. screen saver& multiple text options. DISC - £9.99

PLEASE ADD in»TOALL DISC ANDROM ORDERS FOR [51' CLASS POSTAGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
AIR MAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS - ADD£2.00PERORDER.

CUSTOMERS WISHING TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD PLEASE CALL ill-6| 554 4735 (24 HR ANSAPHONE)


